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RANDOM WALKS ON HOMOGENEOUS SPACES AND DIOPHANTINE
APPROXIMATION ON FRACTALS
DAVID SIMMONS AND BARAK WEISS
Abstract. We extend results of Y. Benoist and J.-F. Quint concerning random walks
on homogeneous spaces of simple Lie groups to the case where the measure defining the
random walk generates a semigroup which is not necessarily Zariski dense, but satisfies
some expansion properties for the adjoint action. Using these dynamical results, we study
Diophantine properties of typical points on some self-similar fractals in Rd. As examples,
we show that for any self-similar fractal K Ď Rd satisfying the open set condition (for
instance any translate or dilate of Cantor’s middle thirds set or of a Koch snowflake),
almost every point with respect to the natural measure on K is not badly approximable.
Furthermore, almost every point on the fractal is of generic type, which means (in the
one-dimensional case) that its continued fraction expansion contains all finite words with
the frequencies predicted by the Gauss measure. We prove analogous results for matrix
approximation, and for the case of fractals defined by Mo¨bius transformations.
1. Overview
The purpose of this paper is twofold: to prove new results about random walks on
homogeneous spaces, and to apply these results, as well as previously known results, to
questions about the Diophantine properties of typical points on various fractals. In this
section we state and discuss illustrative special cases of our results, postponing the most
general statements, and postponing as well the definitions of the terms appearing in the
theorems.
Theorem 1.1. Let t ě 2 and d ě 1 be integers, let G “ SLd`1pRq, Λ “ SLd`1pZq, and
X “ G{Λ, and let m be the G-invariant probability measure on X derived from Haar
measure on G. For each i “ 1, . . . , t, fix ci ą 1, yi P R
d, and Oi P SOdpRq, and let
hi “
„
ciOi yi
0 c´di

P G pi “ 1, . . . , tq.
Assume that y1 “ 0 and that the vectors y2, . . . ,yt span R
d. Fix p1, . . . , pt ą 0 with
p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pt “ 1, and let µ “
řt
i“1 piδi (where δi is the Dirac mass on E
def
“ t1, . . . , tu
centered at i). Then for any x P X and for µbN-a.e. pi1, i2, . . .q P E
N, the sequence
thin ¨ ¨ ¨hi1x : n P Nu
is equidistributed in X with respect to m; i.e. the sampling measures 1
N
řN´1
n“0 δhin ¨¨¨hi1x
converge to m as N Ñ 8 in the weak-* topology.
Theorem 1.1 is modeled on groundbreaking work of Yves Benoist and Jean-Franc¸ois
Quint. In [5], they obtained the same conclusion under the assumption that the Zariski
closure H of the group generated by supppµq coincides with G, whereas in Theorem 1.1 H
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is not semisimple and could be solvable Following their strategy, and using many of their
results, we first show that m is the unique behavior of almost every random path, starting
at an arbitrary initial point x. Theorem 1.1 is a special case of one of our main results
on random walks on homogeneous spaces, namely Theorem 2.1. In contrast to the work
of Benoist–Quint as well as earlier work in this domain, the hypotheses of these theorems
involve expansion properties for the adjoint action of elements of supppµq. These properties
cannot be detected solely from algebraic properties of the group H.
We use these results to study a question which has attracted considerable attention re-
cently: understanding the Diophantine properties of a typical point on a fractal. Regarding
this, we have the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let K Ď Rd be the limit set of an irreducible finite system of contracting
similarity maps satisfying the open set condition, let s “ dimHpKq, and let µK denote the
restriction to K of s-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Then µK-a.e. α P K is not badly
approximable, and is moreover of generic type.
The class of fractals appearing in Theorem 1.2 contains such standard examples of self-
similar sets as Cantor’s middle thirds set (or any image of it under an affine map), the
Koch snowflake, the Sierpin´ski triangle, etc. Regarding these and more general fractals,
and natural measures supported on them, it was previously established that they give zero
measure to the set of very well approximable numbers/vectors but contain many (in the
sense of Hausdorff dimension) badly approximable points. The measure of the set of badly
approximable points in such sets was considered by Einsiedler, Fishman, and Shapira [12].
They showed among other things that in case K is Cantor’s middle thirds set, µK-a.e.
α P K is not badly approximable. They used the invariance of K under the ˆ3 map and
their proof relied on deep dynamical results of Lindenstrauss [33]. Our proof relies on the
self-similar structure of K, and improves on [12] in several respects: by establishing that
α is typically of generic type, and by extending the result to a general class of fractals in
every dimension.
The fractals in Theorem 1.2 are limit sets of iterated function systems (IFSes) consisting
of similarities Rd Ñ Rd. By employing directly results of Benoist and Quint we are also able
to prove similar results for fractals which are limit sets of IFSes of Mo¨bius transformations,
with the difference that the usual notions of Diophantine approximation are replaced by
analogous notions for Diophantine approximation with respect to a Kleinian group. We are
also able to treat measures supported on fractals other than the Hausdorff measures, and
to discuss additional Diophantine properties, including the setup of matrix Diophantine
approximation, Dirichlet improvability, intrinsic approximation on spheres, and more.
The paper is divided into two parts. In the first we establish our results for random
walks on homogeneous spaces, and in the second we apply these results to Diophantine
approximation. The first part is completely independent of the second part but relies
heavily on work of many authors, and in particular on the work of Benoist and Quint. The
second part can be read independently of the first, provided one is willing to accept three
dynamical results: Theorems 10.1 and 10.4, which are proven in Part 1, and prior results
of Benoist and Quint, summarized as Theorem 10.2.
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Part 1. Random walks on homogeneous spaces
2. Main results – Stationary measures and random walks
Let µ be a probability measure on a group G. A measure ν on a G-space X is called µ-
stationary if
ş
G
g˚ν dµpgq “ ν. Clearly, everyG-invariant measure ν is µ-stationary for every
probability measure µ on G. For a general action of a group on a compact space, invariant
measures need not exist, but µ-stationary measures always exist. An understanding of
all the stationary measures for an action leads to a very detailed understanding of the
action (see e.g. [16, 17, 19]). This is most easily seen when there is a unique stationary
probability measure. Our main result identifies some measures µ on G for which there is
a unique stationary probability measure on a homogeneous space X “ G{Λ, and describes
the random paths starting from an arbitrary point.
We need some notation, which will be used throughout the paper. Let G be a unimodular
noncompact Lie group with finitely many connected components, let E Ď G be compact,
and let µ be a compactly supported probability measure on G such that supppµq “ E. We
will sometimes think of E as an abstract indexing set for elements of G, in which case we
will think of µ as a measure on E and write e ÞÑ ge for the inclusion map from E to G.
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Let Γ and Γ` denote respectively the subgroup and subsemigroup of G generated by E.
If Γ1,Γ2 are two subgroups of G, we say that Γ1 is virtually contained in Γ2 if Γ1 X Γ2 is
of finite index in Γ1. Let B denote the infinite Cartesian power E
N, and let β denote the
Bernoulli measure µbN. For each b “ pb1, . . .q P B, let b
n
1 denote the finite word pb1, . . . , bnq
and write
(1) gbn
1
“ gbn ¨ ¨ ¨ gb1 .
Let µ˚n denote the measure on G obtained as the pushforward of the measure µbn “ µ b
¨ ¨ ¨bµ on En under the map bn1 ÞÑ gbn1 . Let V “ LiepGq be the Lie algebra of G, let SL
˘pV q
be the group of linear automorphisms of V with determinant ˘1, let Ad : G Ñ SL˘pV q
be the adjoint representation, and for each d “ 1, . . . , dimG ´ 1 let V ^d “
Źd
V and let
ρd : GÑ SL
˘pV ^dq be the d-th exterior power of Ad. We say that two subspaces V1, V2 of
V ^d are complementary if V ^d “ V1 ` V2 and V1 X V2 “ t0u. In §3, following Oseledec, we
will define a subspace of non-maximal expansion, to be denoted by V ămaxb , and a subspace
of subexponential expansion, to be denoted by V ď0b . These are subspaces of V and of V
^d
respectively, defined for β-a.e. b P B, and depending measurably on b.
Theorem 2.1. Let G, µ, and ρd : G Ñ SL
˘pV ^dq be as above, and suppose that the
identity component of G is simple. Let Λ be a lattice in G, let X “ G{Λ, and let mX be
the G-invariant probability measure on X induced by Haar measure on G. Suppose that Γ
acts transitively on the connected components of X, and that Γ is not virtually contained
in a conjugate of Λ. Assume that for each d “ 1, . . . , dimG´1, there is a nontrivial proper
subspace W^d Ř V ^d such that the following hold:
(I) For every g P supppµq, W^d is ρdpgq-invariant. For β-a.e. b P B, if d “ 1 then
W^d is complementary to V ămaxb and if d ą 1, then V
ď0
b XW
^d “ t0u.
(II) For every g P supppµq, Adpgq acts on W “ W^1 as a similarity map (with respect
to some fixed inner product on W ), andż
G
log }Adpgq|W } dµpgq ą 0.
(III) For any d, if a linear subspace L Ď V ^d has a finite orbit under the semigroup
generated by supppµq, then LXW^d ‰ t0u.
Then:
(i) The only µ-stationary probability measure on X is mX .
(ii) For any x P X, for β-almost every b P B, the sequence pgbn
1
xqnPN is equidistributed
with respect to mX .
Theorem 2.1 is modeled on results of Benoist and Quint. Namely, conclusion (i) is
obtained in [4, Theorem 1.1] and conclusion (ii) is obtained in [5, Theorem 1.3] under the
assumption that the Zariski closure H of Γ is semisimple with no compact factors. Our
proof of Theorem 2.1 relies heavily on arguments introduced by Benoist and Quint.
Despite the very similar approaches, we do not assume that H is semisimple, but instead
introduce assumptions (I)–(III). As we will see in §3, these assumptions imply that for
any v P V , for almost any b P B, the random sequence of vectors pAdpgbn
1
qvqně1 become
longer and longer (at a rate independent of v) and are attracted projectively to W
def
“W^1
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as n Ñ 8. In other words, W plays the role of a “subspace of maximal expansion” to
which all trajectories get attracted. This crucial observation makes it possible to employ
the “exponential drift” argument of Benoist and Quint and conclude that any stationary
measure ν is invariant under a subgroup of W . We note that in our work W is a determin-
istic subspace, whereas the subspace which plays a similar role in the arguments of Benoist
and Quint (which they denote by Vb) is a random subspace depending on b.
In the main application of interest in Part 2, the group H which will appear will not
be semisimple, and assumptions (I)–(III) will be satisfied. In fact, (I)–(III) can never be
satisfied when H is semisimple. On the other hand, conditions (I)–(III) do not depend only
on H, but also on the decomposition of V into expanding and contracting spaces for the
transformations Adpgq pg P supppµqq. It is possible (e.g. by adapting [3, §3.5]) to construct
examples of measures µ for which the group H is solvable and for which both conclusions
of Theorem 2.1 fail.
Alex Eskin and Elon Lindenstrauss have recently announced a far-reaching extension of
the work of Benoist and Quint, which implies Theorem 2.1(i).
We will also need a result which extends the second conclusion of Theorem 2.1 to certain
fiber bundles over X. In the following theorem B¯ “ EZ, β¯ is the Bernoulli measure µbZ
on B¯, and T : B¯ Ñ B¯ is the shift map.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a unimodular connected Lie group, let Λ be a lattice in G, let
X “ G{Λ, and let mX be the unique G-invariant probability measure on X. Let µ be a
compactly supported probability measure on G, let E “ supppµq, and let B, β, Γ be as above.
Fix x P X and suppose that for β-a.e. b P B, the sequence pgbn
1
xqnPN is equidistributed with
respect to mX . Let K be a compact group, let mK be Haar measure on K, and let κ : ΓÑ K
be a homomorphism such that the Γ-action γpx, kq “ pγx, κpγqkq on X ˆK is ergodic with
respect to mX b mK. Let Y be a locally compact metric space, f : B¯ Ñ Y a measurable
map, and mY “ f˚β¯.
Then for any x P X, for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the sequence`
gbn
1
x, κpgbn
1
q, fpT nbq
˘
nPN
is equidistributed with respect to the measure mX bmK bmY on X ˆK ˆ Y .
3. Random matrix products for semigroups, and positivity
Throughout this section we keep the notation and assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Our goal
will be to describe some consequences of hypotheses (I)–(III). We will need more notation.
For each d “ 1, . . . , dimG´ 1, we fix an inner product on the vector space V ^d and use it
to define a metric on V ^d and an operator norm on GLpV ^dq. We denote the projective
space of lines in V ^d by PpV ^dq, and the Grassmannian space of k-dimensional subspaces
by GrkpV
^dq. The element of PpV ^dq corresponding to a point x P V ^d r t0u will be
denoted by rxs, and the image of a nonzero subspace W Ď V ^d in PpV ^dq will be denoted
by rW s. We will denote the distance between a vector v P V ^d and a subspaceW Ď V ^d by
distpv,W q, and the distance between their projectivizations by distprvs, rW sq. In the latter
case the distance can be measured with respect to any metric on PpV ^dq which induces the
standard topology. This should cause at worst mild confusion.
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The main results of this section are the following three statements. The first should
be compared to [2, Corollary 5.5], the second to [2, Lemma 6.8], and the third to [13,
Lemma 4.1], where the same conclusions are obtained under different hypotheses.
Proposition 3.1. Under assumptions (I)–(III), we have:
a) For every α ą 0, there exist c0 ą 0, q0 ě 1 such that for any v P V r t0u, we have
β
` 
b P B : @q ě q0, }Adpgbq
1
qv} ě c0}Adpgbq
1
q} }v}
(˘
ě 1´ α.
b) For every α ą 0 and η ą 0, there exists q0 ě 1 such that for any v P V r t0u, we
have
β
` 
b P B : @q ě q0, dist
`
rAdpgbq
1
qvs, rW s
˘
ď η
(˘
ě 1´ α.
Proposition 3.2. Under assumptions (I) and (III), for each d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1, the
only µ-stationary probability measure on V ^d is the Dirac measure δ0 centered at 0.
Proposition 3.3. Under assumptions (I)–(III), there exist n0 P N and ε ą 0 such that for
all d, v P V ^d r t0u, and n ě n0, we have
(2)
1
n
ż
G
log
}ρdpgqv}
}v}
dµ˚npgq ą ε.
We recall the following:
Theorem 3.4 (Oseledec, [36]). Let G, µ be as above, let V be a vector space, and let
ρ : G Ñ GLpV q be an action. Then there exist k P N, numbers χ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą χk (called
Lyapunov exponents), and a measurable map which assigns to β-a.e. b P B a descending
chain of subspaces (called Oseledec subspaces)
V “ V0 Ś V1pbq Ś ¨ ¨ ¨ Ś Vk´1pbq Ś Vk “ t0u,
such that for all i “ 1, . . . , k and v P Vi´1pbqr Vipbq,
(3) lim
nÑ8
log }ρpgbn
1
qv}
n
“ χi.
The convergence in (3) is uniform as v ranges over any compact subset of Vi´1pbqr Vipbq.
Furthermore,
(4)
kÿ
i“1
diχi “
ż
G
log | detpρpgqq| dµ,
where di “ dimVi´1 ´ dimVi, and for β-a.e. b P B, for all i, we have
(5) VipT pbqq “ ρpgb1qVipbq.
In the sequel, we will denote the subspace V1pbq from Theorem 3.4 by V
ămax
b . We will
call it the Oseledec space of non-maximal expansion. Similarly, if j0 “ maxtj “ 0, . . . , k :
χj ą 0u, then we will denote the Oseledec subspace Vj0pbq by V
ď0
b , and we will call it the
Oseledec space of subexponential expansion.
Fix d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1, and consider the special case of Theorem 3.4 occuring when
V “ V ^d and ρ “ ρd. Note that since ρdpGq Ď SL
˘pV q, (4) implies that
řk
i“1 diχi “ 0. On
the other hand, since the space W^d is proper and invariant, assumption (I) guarantees
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that χ1 ą 0, from which it follows that χk ă 0 and k ě 2. In particular we have t0u ‰
V ď0b Ď V
ămax
b Ř V
^d.
Proposition 3.5. Under assumptions (I) and (II), for d “ 1, for β-a.e. b P B, for any
compact set C Ď V r V ămaxb there exists c ą 0 such that for all v P C and all n P N, we
have
}Adpgbn
1
qv} ě c}Adpgbn
1
q}.
Proof. We will write A —ˆ B if A,B are two quantities satisfying c
´1 ď A
B
ď c for some
constant c ą 1 depending only on G and µ. If c (the implicit constant) depends on an
additional parameter p we will write A —ˆ,p B.
Fix v P V r V ămaxb . By assumption (I), we can write v “ π1pvq ` πW pvq, where π1pvq P
V ămaxb and πW pvq PW r t0u. Then by Theorem 3.4, we have
}Adpgbn
1
qπ1pvq}
}Adpgbn
1
qπW pvq}
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0
and thus }Adpgbn
1
qv} —ˆ,b,v }Adpgbn
1
qπW pvq}. Moreover, by assumption (II) we have
}Adpgbn
1
qπW pvq} —ˆ,v }Adpgbn
1
q|W }. In both cases the implicit constant can be taken to be
uniform for v in a compact subset of V r V ămaxb . Choose a basis teiu
dimV
i“1 of V consisting
of elements which do not belong to V ămaxb . By the same logic, we have }Adpgbn1 qei} —ˆ,b
}Adpgbn
1
q|W } for each i. Thus }Adpgbn
1
qv} —ˆ,b,v }Adpgbn
1
q|W } —ˆ,b }Adpgbn
1
q}, where for each
fixed b, the implicit constant is uniform on compact subsets of V r V ămaxb . 
Proposition 3.6. Under assumptions (I) and (II), for d “ 1, for β-a.e. b P B, for all
v P V r V ămaxb , we have
(6)
dist
`
Adpgbn
1
qv,W
˘
}Adpgbn
1
q}
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0
and hence
(7) dist
`
rAdpgbn
1
qvs, rW s
˘
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0.
For fixed b, the convergence is uniform for v in a compact subset of V r V ămaxb .
Proof. By assumption (I), we can choose w P W such that v ´ w P V ămaxb . Again by (I),
we have Adpgbn
1
vqw P W for all n. Thus for any 0 ă ε ă χ1 ´ χ2, we have
distpAdpgbn
1
qv,W q ď }Adpgbn
1
qv ´ Adpgbn
1
qw} “ }Adpgbn
1
qpv ´ wq}
“ O
`
enpχ2`εq
˘
“ o
`
}Adpgbn
1
q}
˘
.
This establishes (6). Equation (7) and the final assertion follow from combining with
Proposition 3.5. 
Proposition 3.7. Assume that (I) and (III) hold, and fix d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1 and
v P V ^d r t0u. Then we have v R V ď0b for β-a.e. b P B, and if d “ 1 then v R V
ămax
b for
β-a.e. b P B.
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Proof. The proofs for d “ 1 and d ą 1 are identical, exchanging everywhere V ď0 for V ămax
and ρd for Ad. For concreteness we prove the assertion for d “ 1. Fix v P V r t0u, and let
µ˚i ˚ δrvs denote the pushforward of µ
bi under the map bi1 ÞÑ rAdpgbi
1
qvs, or equivalently the
pushforward of µ˚i b δrvs under the map pg, rvsq ÞÑ rAdpgqvs. For each N ě 1, let
νN “
1
N
N´1ÿ
i“0
µ˚i ˚ δrvs,
which is a probability measure on the compact space PpV q. By the equivariance property
(5), for all n and bn1 P E
n, for β-a.e. b1 P B we have
Adpgbn
1
qv P V ămaxb1 ðñ v P V
ămax
bn
1
b1 .
A straightforward induction and Fubini’s theorem imply that for all i ě 0, we haveż
B
δrvsprV
ămax
b sq dβpbq “
ż
B
µ˚i ˚ δrvsprV
ămax
b sq dβpbq,
and hence, for all N ě 1, we have
(8)
β ptb P B : v P V ămaxb uq “
ż
B
δrvsprV
ămax
b sq dβpbq
“
ż
B
νNprV
ămax
b sq dβpbq.
We need to show that (8) is zero. Applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
to the functions b ÞÑ νNprV
ămax
b sq ď 1, it suffices to show that for β-a.e. b P B, we
have νNprV
ămax
b sq ÑNÑ8 0. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist ε ą 0 and a set
B0 Ď B with βpB0q ą 0, such that for each b P B0, there is a subsequence Nk Ñ 8 with
νNkprV
ămax
b sq ě ε. We can further assume that B0 is contained in the set of full β-measure
which appears in assumption (I). Let V 1 “ V ămaxb0 for some b0 P B0, let pNkqkPN be the
corresponding subsequence, and let ν8 be a weak-* limit point of the sequence pνNkqkPN.
Then ν8 is µ-stationary and satisfies ν8prV
1sq ě ε. According to the ergodic decomposition
theorem for stationary measures (see e.g. [19, §3]), there is an ergodic component ν 18 of
ν8 satisfying ν
1
8prV
1sq ą 0. Let k ď dimV be the smallest number such that some
k-dimensional subspace of V is given positive measure by ν 18. Then any two distinct k-
dimensional subspaces of V intersect in a measure zero set, so ν 18 acts as an additive atomic
measure on the set of all such subspaces. Since finite atomic stationary ergodic measures
are supported on finite sets invariant under the semigroup, there exists a finite supppµq-
invariant collection of subspaces tL1, . . . , Lru whose union contains the support of ν
1
8. Now
by assumption (III), each of the subspaces Li intersects W nontrivially. So by assumption
(I), Li X V
1 Ř Li is of dimension strictly less than k, and thus ν
1
8prLi X V
1sq “ 0. So
ν 18prV
1sq “ 0, a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Fix α ą 0 to be specified below. By Proposition 3.7, for each
v1 P V ^drt0u there exist ε0 “ ε0pv
1q and B0 “ B0pv
1q Ď B such that βpB0q ě 1´α and for
all b P B0, distprv
1s, rV ď0b sq ě ε. Choose ε1pv
1q P p0, ε0pv
1qq. Then there is a neighborhood
U “ Uv1 of rv
1s in PpV ^dq such that for all b P B0pv
1q and v P V ^d r t0u with rvs P U , we
have distprvs, rV ď0b sq ě ε1pv
1q. Since the projective space PpV ^dq is compact, there exist a
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finite cover tU1, . . . ,Uku of PpV
^dq, a finite collection tB1, . . . , Bku of subsets of B such that
βpBjq ě 1´α for all j, and ε1 ą 0 such that for all j “ 1, . . . , k, b P Bj, and v P V
^dr t0u
with rvs P Uj, we have distprvs, rV
ď0
b sq ě ε1.
Choose χ ą 0 strictly less than the smallest positive Lyapunov exponent of V ^d. By the
uniformity in Theorem 3.4, for each j there exists nj such that for all n ě nj, v P V
^drt0u
with rvs P Uj, and b P Bj, we have
}ρdpgbn
1
qv} ě enχ}v}.
Let N “ maxj nj. For each v P V
^d r t0u and n ě N let
S “ Sn,v “ tb
n
1 P E
n : }ρdpgbn
1
qv} ě enχ}v}u.
Note that if rvs P Uj and b P Bj then b
n
1 P Sn,v for all n ě N . Since βpB0pvjqq ě 1 ´ α we
obtain that µbnpSq ě 1´ α. Thus we find:
1
n
ż
G
log
}ρdpgqv}
}v}
dµ˚npgq “
1
n
ż
En
log
}ρdpgbn
1
qv}
}v}
dµbnpbn1 q
ě
1
n
ż
S
logpenχq dµbn `
1
n
ż
EnrS
log }ρdpgbn
1
q´1}´1 dµbnpbn1 q
ě
1
n
“
p1´ αqnχ´ αn log max
gPsupppµq
}ρdpgq
´1}
‰
“p1´ αqχ´ α log max
gPsupppµq
}ρdpgq
´1}.
To finish the proof, choose α small enough so that the last expression is a positive number
independent of v. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Fix α, η ą 0. By Proposition 3.7 and a compactness argument
similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 3.3, there exists ε ą 0 such that for all
v P V r t0u,
βptb P B : distprvs, rV ămaxb sq ě εuq ě 1´ α{2.
Now for each b P B, let Npbq be the smallest integer with the following property: for
all v P V such that distprvs, rV ămaxb sq ě ε and for all n ě Npbq, we have }Adpgbn1 qv} ě
1
Npbq
}Adpgbn
1
q} }v} and distprAdpgbn
1
qvs, rW sq ď η. Then by Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, Npbq ă
8 for β-a.e. b P B. Therefore there exists N0 such that
βptb P B : Npbq ď N0uq ě 1´ α{2.
Now fix v P V r t0u. For all b P B such that distprvs, rV ămaxb sq ě ε and Npbq ď N0, and for
all n ě N0, we have }Adpgbn
1
qv} ě 1
N0
}Adpgbn
1
q} }v} and distprAdpgbn
1
qvs, rW sq ď η. These
facts demonstrate (a) and (b) respectively. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let ν be a µ-stationary probability measure on V ^d which is not
equal to the Dirac measure δ0, let Z “ B ˆ V
^d, let λ “ β b ν, and let
Y “ tpb, vq P Z : v R V ď0b u.
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According to Proposition 3.7, λpY q “ 1. Define Tˆ : Z Ñ Z by Tˆ pb, vq “ pTb, ρdpgb1qvq.
Since ν is µ-stationary, λ is Tˆ -invariant. By the definition of Y , for every pb, vq P Y we
have }ρdpgbn
1
qv} Ñ 8. Let t ą 0 be large enough so that λpY0q ą 0, where
Y0 “ tpb, vq P Y : }v} ď tu.
Then for all pb, vq P Y0, for all n large enough we have Tˆ
npb, vq R Y0, and we get a contra-
diction to the Poincare´ recurrence theorem. 
The following observation will also be useful.
Proposition 3.8. Under assumptions (I) and (II), the subspace W “ W^1 Ď V “ LiepGq
is abelian, and in particular is a subalgebra.
Proof. Let b P B belong to the subset of full β-measure for which the conclusion of Theorem
3.4 holds. Denote by g¯bn
1
the induced action of gbn
1
on the quotient space V {W . Then for
all large enough n, by assumption (I) we have
}g¯bn
1
} ă }gbn
1
|W }
and by assumption (II) we have
}gbn
1
|W } ą 1.
It follows that the eigenvalues of gbn
1
all have modulus ď }gbn
1
|W }, and by assumption (II),
gbn
1
|W is normal and its eigenvalues all have modulus equal to }gbn
1
|W }. Now if w1, w2 P
W bC are eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues λ1, λ2, then rw1, w2s is either 0 or an
eigenvector with corresponding eigenvalue λ1λ2. But since |λ1λ2| “ }gbn
1
|W }
2 ą }gbn
1
|W },
the latter case is impossible, so rw1, w2s “ 0. 
4. Modifying the arguments of Benoist–Quint
In this section we will outline how to prove Theorem 2.1 by adapting the arguments of
Benoist and Quint. A crucial input to the work of Benoist and Quint was some information
on the action of random matrices. We have already proved the analogous results required
in our setup in §3. The other arguments appearing in [2] can be easily adapted to our new
setup. There are many modifications but all of them are minor. A self-contained treatment
would have required many pages, consisting largely of arguments due to Benoist and Quint,
and hence we will simply refer to [2] and take note of which parts of [2] need to be modified
to deal with our setup. This will show that the conclusion of [2, Theorem 1.1] is valid in
our setup, which, as we will see, implies part (i) of our theorem. It will also show that [2,
Lemma 6.3] is valid in our setup, a fact which we will use in the proof of part (ii) of our
theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1(i). We begin by comparing Theorem 2.1(i) with [2, Theorem 1.1].
The differences in the statements of the theorems can be summarized as follows:
1. In [2, Theorem 1.1], it is assumed that the Zariski closure H of Γ is semisimple
with no compact factors, while in Theorem 2.1(i), for each d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1
we assume the existence of a subspace W^d Ď V ^d satisfying (I)-(III).
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2. In [2, Theorem 1.1], it is assumed that G is connected and simple, while in Theorem
2.1(i), we assume only that the identity component of G is simple and that Γ acts
transitively on the connected components of X “ G{Λ.
3. The conclusion of [2, Theorem 1.1] states only that the only nonatomic µ-stationary
probability measure is mX , while the conclusion of Theorem 2.1(i) states that mX
is the only µ-stationary probability measure, meaning that there are no atomic µ-
stationary measures. However, in Theorem 2.1(i) we also assumed that Γ is not
virtually contained in any lattice conjugate to Λ.
Regarding (3), in the context of Theorem 2.1(i), the assumption on Γ implies that for
all x P X, the orbit Γx is infinite. This in turn implies that X does not admit any atomic
µ-stationary measure.
Regarding (2), the only place where the connectedness assumption is used in [2] is in
the proof of [2, Lemma 8.2]. There, it is claimed that [2, Proposition 6.7] implies (a)
that Gα “ G, but as stated, the conclusion of this proposition gives only (b) that the Lie
algebra of Gα is a (nontrivial) ideal in the Lie algebra of G. However, under Benoist–Quint’s
assumption that G is connected and simple, (b) implies (a).
Now suppose that the identity component of G is simple, that Γ acts transitively on the
connected components of X “ G{Λ, and that (b) holds. Then Gα contains G0, the identity
component of G, and thus since α is fixed by Gα, it follows that α is a linear combination
of the G0-invariant probability measures on the connected components of X. Now let α
1
be the projection of α onto the set of connected components of X. Then α1 is µ-stationary,
so since a stationary measure on a finite set is invariant, α1 is Γ-invariant. Since Γ acts
transitively on the connected components of X, it follows that α1 is the uniform measure
and thus that α “ mX and G “ Gα. Thus, the inference from (b) to (a) is valid in our
setting as well and we do not need to assume that G is connected.
Regarding (1), the assumption that H is semisimple with no compact factors is used only
in three places in [2]:
1a. Benoist and Quint refer to Furstenberg and Kesten [18] for the proof of [2, Proposi-
tion 5.2]. The reference [18] assumes that H is semisimple with no compact factors.
1b. Benoist and Quint refer to Eskin and Margulis [13] in two places in [2, §6]. The
reference [13] uses the Furstenberg–Kesten theorem on the positivity of the first
Lyapunov exponent [13, Lemma 4.1], which assumes that H is semisimple with no
compact factors. [13] also uses the assumption of semisimplicity directly in the
proof of [13, Proposition 2.7].
1c. The proof of [2, Lemma 6.8] refers to [18] as well as using the assumption that H
is semisimple directly.
Regarding (1c), the only place where [2, Lemma 6.8] is needed is in the proof of [2,
Proposition 6.7], where only the cases V “ V ^d (d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq) are needed. So it
suffices to show that the conclusion of [2, Lemma 6.8] holds for these spaces. Since G is
unimodular, it is obvious that [2, Lemma 6.8] holds for the top-level space V “ V ^ dimG –
R, and for d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq´ 1, it is immediate from Proposition 3.2 that [2, Lemma 6.8]
holds for the space V “ V ^d.
Regarding (1b), we begin by observing that Proposition 3.3 implies that [13, Lemma 4.1]
is valid in our setting for the representations pV, ρq “ pV ^d, ρdq (d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1).
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Thus the same is true for [13, Lemma 4.2], which is proven directly from [13, Lemma 4.1].
Note that in our context we have H Ď SL˘pV q automatically, so there is no need to derive
it from semisimplicity as is done in the proof of [13, Lemma 4.2].
Now, [13, Lemma 4.2] is used in two places in [2]. First of all, it is used in the proof of
[2, Proposition 6.1] as [2, Lemma 6.2]. There, the only case that is needed is the case of
the representation pV, ρq “ pLiepGq,Adq “ pV ^1, ρ1q (cf. [2, §6.1]), which is valid in our
context as noted above.
Secondly, [13, Lemma 4.2] is also used indirectly in the proof of [2, Lemma 6.3], which
refers to a construction in [13, §3.2], which in turn depends on [13, Condition A] being
satisfied. Now [13, Condition A] can be paraphrased as saying that the conclusion of
[13, Lemma 4.2] is valid for certain representations denoted by [13] as pVi, ρiq (not to be
confused with our representations pV ^d, ρdq), whose defining property is that for each i
there exists wi P Vi such that StabpRwiq “ Pi, where Pi is a predetermined “standard”
parabolic subgroup. But in fact, if we let di be the dimension of the unipotent radical of
Pi, then our representation pV
^di , ρdiq has this same property (taking wi to be a volume
form for the unipotent radical), and thus we may take pVi, ρiq “ pV
^di , ρdiq. Thus, by
Proposition 3.3 we know that [13, Lemma 4.2] is valid for these representations, i.e. that
[13, Condition A] is satisfied in our setup. Note that this proof circumvents the implicit
use of semisimplicity in the proof of [13, Proposition 2.7], where it is assumed that any
H-invariant subspace of a representation has a complementary invariant subspace. This
argument was needed in the original proof because of the hypothesis of [13, Lemma 4.1]
that V does not have any H-invariant vectors, but since Proposition 3.3 does not have such
a hypothesis, it is not necessary to argue that we can reduce to this case as is done in the
proof of [13, Proposition 2.7].
Regarding (1a), we do not claim that [2, Proposition 5.2] is true in our setting, but we
claim instead that after redefining some notation appropriately, Equation (5.3), Lemma 5.4,
and Corollary 5.5 of [2] are all true in our setting in the case V “ LiepGq. Since these results
are the only results of [2, §5] which are needed in subsequent sections, this shows how to
circumvent the use of semisimplicity occurring in (1a).
The notational changes we want to make to [2, §5] are as follows:
‚ Instead of choosing P to be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, we let P be the (not
necessarily parabolic) group of g P G such that Adpgq preserves W and Adpgq|W is
a similarity. Note that by assumptions (I) and (II), we have supppµq Ď P .
‚ Instead of letting V be an arbitrary representation of G, we require V “ LiepGq.
‚ Instead of letting V0 be the weight space of the largest weight χ, we simply let
V0 “ W , and instead of letting the family pVbqbPB be defined by [2, Proposition 5.2],
we let Vb “ W for all b P B. Note that by the supppµq-invariance of W , we have
Vb “ b0VTb for all b P supppβq. Also note that by Proposition 3.8, V0 “ W is a Lie
subalgebra, and this is necessary in order for the concept of a flow indexed by V0 to
make sense (cf. [2, §6.5]) and in particular to guarantee the existence of conditional
measures with respect to this flow (cf. [2, §6.6]). In Benoist–Quint’s setup, the fact
that V0 is a subalgebra follows immediately from the definition of V0.
‚ Since [2, Proposition 5.2(a)] is not valid for arbitrary representations in our setting,
the existence of a map ξ : B Ñ G{P satisfying ξpbq “ b0ξpTbq is not a priori clear.
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In fact, if we had chosen P to be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, then it seems
unlikely that such a ξ would exist in general. However, our choice of P guarantees
that supppµq Ď P and thus that the constant function ξpbq “ rP s, where rP s is the
identity coset in G{P , satisfies ξpbq “ b0ξpTbq for all b P supppβq. So we let ξ ” rP s.
‚ For convenience we choose the section s : G{P Ñ G{U so that sprP sq “ rU s, where
rU s is the identity coset in G{U , so that spξpbqq “ rU s for all b P B. This choice
implies that σpzu, ξpbqq “ z for all zu P P “ ZU and b P B. In particular, we have
θpbq “ πZpb0q and thus θRpbq “ log }Adpb1q|W } for all b P B. (Note that in [2, (5.2)],
χ should be understood as a homomorphism from Z to R defined by the formula
χpmaq “ χpaq, where m PM “ K X Z and a P A.)
Using this notation, assumption (II) guarantees that [2, Lemma 5.4] holds in our setup.
Combining assumptions (I) and (II) guarantees that the formula [2, (5.3)] holds. Finally,
Proposition 3.1 guarantees that [2, Corollary 5.5] holds.
To summarize, we have shown that the conclusion of [2, Theorem 1.1] is valid in our
setup, and have shown that it implies part (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(ii). Suppose first that X is compact. According to Theorem 2.1(i),
the only µ-stationary probability measure on X is the G-invariant probability measure mX
induced by Haar measure. According to the so-called “Breiman law of large numbers”
(see e.g. [1, Chapter 2.2]), for all x P X, for β-a.e. b P B, the “empirical measures”
1
N
řN
i“1 δgbi
1
x pN P Nq converge to a µ-stationary measure on X as N Ñ 8. Therefore these
measures must converge to mX and we are done.
In the noncompact case we use results from [2, 5]. Denote by X¯ “ XYt8u the one-point
compactification of X. By Theorem 2.1(i), any µ-stationary probability measure on X¯ is a
convex combination of mX and the Dirac measure at the point at infinity. Using again the
Breiman law of large numbers we know that for any x P X, for β-a.e. b P B, 1
N
řN
i“1 δgbi
1
x
converges to a µ-stationary measure ν on X¯. So it suffices to rule out escape of mass, i.e.
to show that νpt8uq “ 0. To this end we need to show that for all x P X and ε ą 0 there
is a compact set K Ď X such that
lim inf
NÑ8
#ti ď N : gbi
1
x P Ku
N
ą 1´ ε.
According to [5, Proposition 3.9], it suffices to prove the existence of a proper function
u : X Ñ r0,8q such that there exist a P p0, 1q and C ą 0 such that for all x P X, we have
(9)
ż
G
upgxq dµpgq ď aupxq ` C.
But this is exactly the conclusion of [2, Lemma 6.3], and as we have argued above, this
conclusion is valid in our setup as well. 
5. Fiber bundle extensions
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.2. This will follow from some results valid in a
more general framework. Let X be a locally compact second countable space, G a locally
compact second countable group acting continuously on X, m a G-invariant and ergodic
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probability measure on X, and µ a probability measure on G with compact support E. Let
B “ EN, B¯ “ EZ and β “ µbN, β¯ “ µbZ. We will use the letter T to denote the shift map
on both B and B¯.
Proposition 5.1. Fix x0 P X, and suppose that for β-a.e. b P B, the random path
pgbn
1
x0qnPN is equidistributed with respect to the measure m on X. Then for β-a.e. b P B,
the sequence `
gbn
1
x0, T
nb
˘
nPN
is equidistributed with respect to the measure mb β on X ˆB.
Proof. Let CcpXˆBq be the space of compactly supported continuous functions on XˆB.
We need to show that for β-a.e. b P B, for all ϕ P CcpX ˆBq we have
(10)
1
n
n´1ÿ
i“0
ϕ
´
gbi
1
x0, T
ib
¯
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
XˆB
ϕ dpmb βq.
It suffices to check that (10) holds for functions ϕ from a countable dense collection of
functions F Ď CcpX ˆ Bq; moreover, we can choose F so that for each ϕ P F and for
each px, bq P X ˆ B, ϕpx, bq depends on only finitely many coordinates of b. Since F is
countable, we can switch the order of quantifiers, so in the remainder of the proof we fix
ϕ P F and we will show that (10) holds for β-a.e. b P B. Let N be a number large enough
so that ϕpx, bq depends only on the first N coordinates of b.
For each x P X, let
ϕXpxq “
ż
B
ϕpx, bq dβpbq.
Then ϕX : X Ñ R is continuous and compactly supported. Let
hpx, bq “ ϕpx, bq ´ ϕXpxq.
By assumption, for β-a.e. b P B the random walk pgbn
1
x0qnPN is equidistributed with respect
to m, and thus
1
n
n´1ÿ
i“0
ϕXpgbi
1
x0q ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
X
ϕX dm “
ż
XˆB
ϕ dpmb βq,
so to complete the proof we need to show that for β-a.e. b P B,
(11)
1
n
n´1ÿ
i“0
hpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0.
In what follows we treat b as a random variable with distribution β. Fix n ě 0. If fpbq
is a number depending on b, let Erfpbq|bn1 s denote the conditional expectation of fpbq with
respect to the first n coordinates of b. Then for all i ě 0 we have
Erhpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq|bn1 s “
"ş
B
hpgdi´n
1
gbn
1
x0, T
i´npdqq dβpdq if i ě nş
B
hpgbi
1
x0, bi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bndq dβpdq if i ă n
Now consider the random variable
Mn
def
“
8ÿ
i“0
Erhpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq|bn1 s.
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The sum is actually finite since, by the definition of ϕX , for all i ě n, we have Erhpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq|bn1 s “
0. Also, by the definition of N , for all i ď n´N we have Erhpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq|bn1 s “ hpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq.
Therefore
(12) Mn “
n´1ÿ
i“0
hpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq `Op1q.
Now by construction, the sequence pMnqnPN is a martingale, and it has bounded steps by
(12). It follows that 1
n
Mn ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
0 almost surely (see e.g. [1, Corollary 1.8 of Appendix]).
Combining with (12) gives (11). 
Using a bootstrapping argument we now obtain a stronger version of Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 5.2. Let the notation and assumptions be as in Proposition 5.1. Let Y be a
locally compact metric space, let f : B¯ Ñ Y be a measurable map, and let mY “ f˚β¯. Then
for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the sequence
(13)
`
gbn
1
x0, fpT
nbq
˘
nPN
is equidistributed with respect to the measure mbmY on X ˆ Y .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, for β-a.e. b P B the random walk trajectory
(14)
`
gbn
1
x0, T
nb
˘
nPN
is equidistributed in X ˆ B with respect to m b β. Fix ℓ P N, and let Bpℓq “
ś8
i“´ℓE
and βpℓq “
Â8
i“´ℓ µ. We will abuse notation slightly by letting T denote the shift map
on all three of the spaces B, Bpℓq, and B¯. In addition we let T ℓ : B Ñ Bpℓq be the
isomorphism defined by the equation T ℓpbqi “ bi`ℓ (i ě ´ℓ), which can be thought of as an
analogue of the ℓth power of the shift map, although it is not an endomorphism. With these
conventions, applying T ℓ to the equidistributed sequence (14) (where b P B is a β-typical
point) shows that for µpℓq-a.e. b P Bpℓq, the random walk trajectory (14) is equidistributed
in X ˆ Bpℓq with respect to m b βpℓq. Thus if ϕ : X ˆ B¯ Ñ R is a bounded continuous
function such that ϕpx, bq depends only on x and b8´ℓ P B
pℓq, then for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the
sequence (14) is equidistributed for ϕ with respect to mb β¯. By choosing a countable dense
sequence of such functions ϕ, we can see that for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the random walk trajectory
(14) is equidistributed in X ˆ B¯ with respect to mb β¯.
Now by Lusin’s theorem, for each ℓ P N there exists a compact set Kℓ Ď B¯ of β¯-measure
at least 1´ 1{ℓ such that f |Kℓ is continuous. By the ergodic theorem, for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, for
all ℓ P N we have
1
n
#
 
i “ 1, . . . , n : T ib P Kℓ
(
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
β¯pKℓq ě 1´
1
ℓ
¨
Fix b P B¯ such that this is true, and such that (14) is equidistributed. Let ϕ : X ˆ Y Ñ R
be a bounded continuous function, and for each px, bq P X ˆ B¯ let F px, bq “ px, fpbqq. Fix
ℓ P N. Then ϕ˝F is continuous on XˆKℓ and bounded on XˆB¯. Using Tietze’s extension
theorem, let ϕℓ be a continuous extension of ϕ ˝F |XˆKℓ to X ˆ B¯ such that }ϕℓ}8 ď }ϕ}8.
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Then since we assumed that (14) is equidistributed, we have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ϕℓpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
ϕℓ dpmb βq
and thus
lim sup
nÑ8
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ϕpgbi
1
x0, fpT
ibqq ´
ż
ϕ dpmb f˚βq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇ
ϕℓpgbi
1
x0, T
ibq ´ ϕ ˝ F pgbi
1
x0, T
ibq
ˇˇˇ
`
ż
|ϕℓ ´ ϕ ˝ F | dpmb βq
ď2}ϕℓ ´ ϕ ˝ F }8 βpB rKℓq ď 4}ϕ}8 βpB rKℓq ÝÝÝÑ
ℓÑ8
0.
Since ϕ was arbitrary, this means that (13) is equidistributed. 
Proposition 5.3. Let G, µ,X,m be as before and let Γ be the subgroup of G generated
by supppµq. Let K be a compact group, mK Haar measure on K, and κ : Γ Ñ K a
homomorphism. Let Z “ X ˆ K and consider the left action of Γ on Z defined by the
formula γpx, kq “ pγx, κpγqkq. Assume that this Γ-action is ergodic with respect to mbmK.
Let πX : Z Ñ X be the projection map onto the first factor, and let ν be a µ-stationary
measure on Z such that pπXq˚ν “ m. Then ν “ mbmK.
Proof. There is a right-action of K on Z given by px, k1qk “ px, k1kq, and this action
commutes with the left-action of Γ on Z. For any measure θ on Z and any smooth positive
function ψ on K such that
ş
K
ψ dmK “ 1, we can smooth θ by averaging with respect to
the K-action:
(15) θpψqpAq
def
“
ż
K
θpAk´1qψpkq dmKpkq.
Note that if pψjqjPN is an approximate identity then θ
pψjq Ñ θ. Since the Γ and K actions
commute and ν is µ-stationary, so is νpψq for any ψ. Since pπXq˚ν “ m and the K-action
preserves the first coordinate, we have pπXq˚ν
pψq “ m for all ψ.
Since pπXq˚ν “ m, by the Rokhlin disintegration theorem we can write
ν “
ż
X
δx bmx dmpxq
for some measurable map X Q x ÞÑ mx P ProbpKq. Here δx denotes the Dirac point
measure centered at x. For each γ P Γ, by the definition of the Γ-action on Z, we have
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γ˚pδx bmxq “ δγx b κpγq˚mx. Since ν is µ-stationary and m is Γ-invariant, we have
ν “
ż
G
γ˚ν dµpγq
“
ż
G
ż
X
δγx b κpγq˚mx dmpxq dµpγq
“
ż
G
ż
X
δx b κpγq˚mγ´1x dmpxq dµpγq
“
ż
X
δx b
ˆż
G
κpγq˚mγ´1x dµpγq
˙
dmpxq,
so by the uniqueness of disintegrations we have
(16) mx “
ż
G
κpγq˚mγ´1x dµpγq for m-a.e. x P X.
Repeating the same considerations for νpψq, by the uniqueness of disintegrations, we find
that we have a measure disintegration νpψq “
ş
X
δx b m
pψq
x dmpxq where the probability
measures m
pψq
x px P Xq are defined via (15) and satisfy
mpψqx “
ż
G
κpγq˚m
pψq
γ´1x
dµpγq for m-a.e. x P X.
It follows from (15) that each of the measures m
pψq
x px P Xq is absolutely continuous
with respect to mK . Thus we can write dm
pψq
x “ fx dmK , where fx “ f
pψq
x px P Xq are
nonnegative functions in CpKq Ď L2pK,mKq which satisfy
(17) fxpkq “
ż
G
fγ´1xpκpγq
´1kq dµpγq for mbmK-a.e. px, kq P X ˆK.
Now for fixed ψ, by Jensen’s inequality, for m-a.e. x P X we have
}fx}
2 “
ż
K
|fxpkq|
2 dmKpkq
ď
ż
K
ż
G
|fγ´1xpκpγq
´1kq|2 dµpγq dmKpkq
“
ż
G
}fγ´1x}
2 dµpγq,
(18)
with equality if and only if fxpkq “ fγ´1xpκpγq
´1kq for µ bmK-a.e. pγ, kq P Γ ˆK. Here
} ¨ } denotes the norm on L2pK,mKq. On the other hand, since m is Γ-invariant we haveż
X
ż
G
}fγ´1x}
2 dµpγq dmpxq “
ż
G
ż
X
}fγ´1x}
2 dmpxq dµpγq
“
ż
G
ż
X
}fx}
2 dmpxq dµpγq
“
ż
X
}fx}
2 dmpxq,
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so for m-a.e. x P X, equality holds in (18), that is, we have m
pψq
x “ κpγq˚m
pψq
γ´1x
for
µ bm-a.e. pγ, xq P Γ ˆX. This implies that νpψq is Γ-invariant, and since it is absolutely
continuous with respect to m bmK , and Γ acts ergodically with respect to m bmK , we
must have νpψq “ mbmK . Taking the limit along an approximate identity, we obtain that
ν “ mbmK , as claimed. 
Remark 5.4. See [17, Proof of Theorem 3.4] for a similar argument.
Corollary 5.5. With the assumptions and notations of Proposition 5.3, if almost every
random walk trajectory
(19) pgbn
1
x0qnPN
is equidistributed with respect to m, then almost every random walk trajectory
(20) pgbn
1
x0, κpgbn
1
qqnPN
is equidistributed with respect to mbmK.
Proof. Let Xˆ denote the one-point compactification of X, and let ν P ProbpXˆ ˆKq be a
weak-* limit of the empirical measures of the sequence (20). By the Breiman law of large
numbers, ν is µ-stationary, and since (19) is equidistributed, the projection of ν to Xˆ is
equal to m. So by Proposition 5.3, we have ν “ m bmK . (Note that since pπXq˚ν “ m,
we actually have ν P ProbpX ˆKq rather than just ν P ProbpXˆ ˆKq.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First apply Corollary 5.5 to X and the homomorphism κ, and then
apply Proposition 5.2 to X ˆK and the map f . 
6. Examples
The purpose of this section is to introduce some situations in which the hypotheses
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. We will need some additional information about Lyapunov
exponents in the case of reducible representations. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector
space, W Ď V a subspace, and G a closed subgroup of SL˘pV q which leaves W invariant,
so that G acts on V , on W (via the restriction of the G-action on V ) and on V {W (via the
induced quotient action):
1 ÝÑ W ÝÑ V ÝÑ V {W ÝÑ 1.
Let µ be a compactly supported probability measure on G. We introduce the following
notation for recording the Lyapunov exponents and their multiplicities for an action on
V : LV “
řk
i“1 diδχi , where k, di, χi are as in Theorem 3.4, and δχ is a formal Kronecker
symbol. Here we think of LV as a formal sum, so that expressions of the form LW `LV {W
make sense.
Lemma 6.1. With the above notation, assume that
(21) inf supppLW q ą sup supppLV {W q,
i.e. each of the (Lyapunov) exponents of (the action of G on) W is strictly larger than each
of the exponents of V {W . Then
(22) LV “ LW ` LV {W ;
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i.e. each of the exponents of W and of V {W appears as an exponent of V , with the same
multiplicity. Furthermore:
(a) For β-a.e. b P B, W is complementary to V ăW pbq, where V ăW pbq denotes the
Oseledec space corresponding to the smallest exponent of W .
(b) If there is a basis for V with respect to which the matrices ρpgq pg P Eq are all in
upper triangular block form, and the i-th diagonal block is a similarity map with
expansion factor eαipgq, then (after re-indexing) the exponents of V are the same as
the numbers
ş
αi dµ pi “ 1, . . . , kq, with the same multiplicities.
Proof. Note that assertion (a) is an immediate consequence of (21) and (22), which imply
that the growth rate of any nonzero vector in W is greater than that of any nonzero vector
in V ăW pbq, and that dimW ` dimV ăW pbq “ dimV . Assertion (b) follows from (22) by a
simple induction (its special case where the diagonal blocks are 1-dimensional was actually
proven in the original paper [36] as part of the proof of Theorem 3.4).
In order to prove (22), choose b to belong to the full measure subset of B where the
conclusions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied on all three spaces V,W, V {W . With the natural
notations, fix 1 ď i ď dimpV {W q, consider a vector u in the set pV {W qi´1pbqr pV {W qipbq
corresponding to the exponent χ “ χ
pV {W q
i , and let Vu “ π
´1pspanpuqq, where π : V Ñ V {W
is the projection map. We claim that χ is the minimal exponential rate of growth of a vector
in Vu; that is,
(23) χ “ min
!
χ
pV q
j : 1 ď j ď dimpV q, Vjpbq X Vu ‰ t0u
)
.
Assume that (23) holds for all u P pV {W qi´1pbqr pV {W qipbq. Then each such u has a lift
v “ vu P π
´1puq with asymptotic exponential growth rate χ; that is, all Lyapunov exponents
of V {W are also Lyapunov exponents of V . It follows from (21) that vu is unique, since if v
1
u
and vu are two lifts with this property then the vector v
1
u´ vu P W has growth rate strictly
greater than χ. From the uniqueness it follows that the map u ÞÑ vu can be extended to a
linear map from pV {W qi´1pbq to V such that πpvuq “ u. In other words, for each Oseledec
space pV {W qi´1pbq there is a lifted subspace in V of the same dimension corresponding to
the same exponent χi. This completes the proof assuming (23).
It remains to prove (23). Let λ denote the quantity defined on the right-hand side of
(23), and let g¯ denote the action of a matrix g P G on V {W . Choose an inner product on
V and use it to define norms on V,W, V {W , where the latter space is identified with WK.
For each v P Vu rW , πpvq is a nonzero multiple of u, so for any ε ą 0 and any n large
enough, we have
}gbn
1
v} ě }g¯bn
1
πpvq} ě epχ´εqn.
Moreover for any v P W r t0u, }gbn
1
v} ě epχ´εqn holds for large enough n by (21). This
proves χ ď λ. For the converse, for each n fix vn P Vu such that πpvnq “ u and gbn
1
vn P W
K.
The identity πpvnq “ u implies that the sequence pvnqnPN is uniformly bounded away from
zero, and since the convergence in Theorem 3.4 is uniform on compact sets, it follows that
for any ε ą 0, for all sufficiently large n, we have }gbn
1
vn} ě e
pλ´εqn. On the other hand, by
the definition of the norms and of χ, for all sufficiently large n we have
epχ`εqn ě }g¯bn
1
u} “ }gbn
1
vn} ě e
pλ´εqn.
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This implies the inequality χ ě λ. 
6.1. The main example. We now present our main example. It will be used in Part 2 of
this paper to deduce Diophantine results. Let M,N be positive integers, let D “ M `N ,
let G “ PGLDpRq and Λ “ PGLDpZq (we recall that these are our respective notations for
the quotients of SL˘DpRq and SL
˘
DpZq by their subgroups of scalar matrices), and let µ be a
compactly supported probability measure on G. At the risk of annoying the reader, in what
follows we will refer to elements of G as matrices, when in fact they are equivalence classes
of matrices modulo multiplication by scalars. Fix inner products on RM and RN , and let
OM and ON respectively denote the groups of matrices preserving these inner products (not
necessarily orientation preserving). Let M denote the space of all M ˆ N real matrices.
For each t P R and α PM, let
(24) at “
„
et{MIM
e´t{NIN

, uα “
„
IM ´α
IN

.
For each O1 P OM and O2 P ON , let O1 ‘O2 denote the direct sum of O1 and O2, i.e.
(25) O1 ‘O2 “
„
O1
O2

.
Finally, let A “ tat : t P Ru, K “ tO1 ‘O2 : O1 P OM , O2 P ONu, U “ tuα : α PMu, and
P “ AKU . Note that A and K commute with each other and normalize U .
Let V ` denote the Lie algebra of U , that is, V ` consists of those matrices whose pi, jqth
entry vanishes if i ą M or j ď M . Let H denote the Zariski closure (in G) of the group
generated by supppµq.
Definition 6.2. We say that µ is in pM,Nq-upper block form if
(i) supppµq Ď P , i.e. for all g P supppµq there exist ag “ at P A, kg “ O1 ‘ O2 P K,
and ug “ uα P U such that g “ agkgug. In what follows we will write t “ θ1pgq and
α “ θ2pgq.
(ii) The function θ1 : P Ñ R implicitly defined by (i) satisfies
(26) c1
def
“
ż
G
θ1pgq dµpgq ą 0.
(iii) The Lie algebra of H contains V `.
Theorem 6.3. Let G,Λ, µ be as above, where µ is in pM,Nq-upper block form. Then for
each d there is a proper subspace W^d Ď V ^d such that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1
satisfied.
Proof. It follows by direct calculation that X is connected and in particular that Γ acts
transitively on the connected components of X. It follows from (iii) that Γ contains two
elements g1, g2 with 1 ‰ ug2 and an easy computation (see the proof of Lemma 6.4 below)
shows that the sequence pg´n1 g2g
n
1 q has a convergent subsequence but is not eventually
constant. Thus Γ is not discrete and in particular is not virtually contained in a conjugate
of Λ.
Now we construct a subspace W^d Ř V ^d such that assumptions (I), (II), and (III)
hold. We first express the adjoint action of g “ aku P P on V “ LiepGq “ tδ P MDˆD :
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Trrδs “ 0u. For each 1 ď i, j ď D let Ei,j denote the matrix with 1 in the pi, jqth entry
and 0 elsewhere. Let I1 “ t1, . . . ,Mu and I2 “ tM ` 1, . . . , Du. For each j1, j2 P t1, 2u, let
Vj1,j2 “ spanpEi1,i2 : i1 P Ij1 , i2 P Ij2q. Finally, let V
` “ V1,2, V
0 “ tδ P V1,1` V2,2 : Trrδs “
0u, and V ´ “ V2,1.
By (24), each of the spaces V `, V ´, V 0 is an eigenspace for Adpatq with respective eigen-
values et{M`t{N , e´pt{M`t{Nq, 1. The action of AdpKq preserves V `, V ´, V 0, and we can
equip V with an inner product which is preserved by the AdpKq-action. For each u P U
and v P V , we have
(27) Adpuqv ´ v P
$&
%
t0u if v P V `
V ` if v P V 0
V ` ` V 0 if v P V ´
Fix d “ 1, . . . , dimpGq ´ 1, and we will define the space W^d. Let a P LiepAq be chosen
so that expptaq “ at for all t P R. Then the space V
^d can be decomposed as the sum of
the eigenspaces of a:
(28) V ^d “
à
χPΨd
V ^dχ ,
where Ψd is the collection of eigenvalues of the action of a on V
^d, and for each χ P Ψd,
V ^dχ is the eigenspace of Dρdpaq with eigenvalue χ (here Dρd : LiepGq Ñ EndpV q is the
derivative of ρd at the identity). We endow the expressions V
^d
ěχ and V
^d
ąχ with their obvious
meanings. It follows from the remarks of the previous paragraph that for all χ P Ψd,
(A) the spaces V ^děχ and V
^d
ąχ are invariant under the action of P ;
(B) each g P P acts on the quotient space V ^děχ {V
^d
ąχ as a similarity with expansion
coefficient eχθ1pgq;
(C) the action of P on V ^děχ {V
^d
ąχ has only one Lyapunov exponent, namely c1χ, where
c1 is as in (26). By assumption (ii), we have c1 ą 0.
Indeed, letting γ “ 1
M
` 1
N
we have Ψ1 “ t´γ, 0, γu, V
^1
γ “ V
`, V ^10 “ V
0, and V ^1´γ “ V
´,
and combining with our previous observations demonstrates the case d “ 1. The general
case follows by induction.
Now let
(29) W^d “ V ^dą0 “
à
χą0
V ^dχ .
By (A),W^d is invariant under P , and in particular under H. Since det ρdpexppaqq “ 1 but
det ρdpexppaqq|W^d ą 1, W
^d is a proper subspace of V ^d. Since W^1 “ V ^dγ , (II) follows
from (B) and (C) above.
We now prove (I). To this end we will apply Lemma 6.1 with V “ V ^d, W “ W^d, and
obtain that W^d is complementary to V ăW pbq. Then we will show that for β-a.e. b P B, if
d “ 1, then V ăW pbq “ V ămaxb and if d ą 1, then V
ăW pbq “ V ď0b .
We claim that for β-a.e. b P B, all the Lyapunov exponents of ρd|W^d are positive. If
d “ 1 this is immediate from assumption (ii), while if d ą 1 this follows from combining
(C) above with (b) of Lemma 6.1.
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On the other hand, let ρ¯d denote the quotient action on V
^d{W^d. Again combin-
ing (C) above with (b) of Lemma 6.1, we see that all the Lyapunov exponents of ρ¯d are
nonpositive. In particular (21) holds, and W^d is complementary to V ăW pbq. Moreover,
since all Lyapunov exponents of W^d (resp. on V ăW pbq) are positive (resp. nonpositive),
V ăW pbq “ V ď0b for β-a.e. b P B, and since, in case d “ 1, there is only one Lyapunov
exponent on W^1, we have V ď0b “ V
ămax
b for d “ 1. This completes the proof of (I).
We now prove (III). Suppose that tL1, . . . , Lru is a finite collection of linear subspaces
of V ^d which is permuted by the elements of supppµq. Then every element of Γ permutes
the elements of tL1, . . . , Lru, and thus the same is true of the Zariski closure H. It follows
that the identity component H0 of H preserves the subspaces L1, . . . , Lr individually. By
assumption (iii), LiepHq contains V `, and hence H0 contains U . We claim that H0 also
contains A. To see this, recall (see [6, §15]) that any connected real algebraic group has
a maximal R-split solvable subgroup which is unique up to conjugation. Since AU is
a maximal R-split solvable subgroup of P , and it is normal in P , any maximal R-split
solvable subgroup of H0 is contained in AU . Let S Ď H0 be a maximal R-split solvable
subgroup of H0 containing U . If H0 did not contain AU we would have U Ď S Ř AU and
thus πApSq Ř A, where πA is the algebraic homomorphism g ÞÑ ag. Since dimA “ 1 this
would imply that πApSq is trivial. By [?, Prop. 9.3], S is cocompact in H0, and so we would
get that πApH0q is compact. This would contradict the fact that taγ : γ P Γu is infinite,
which follows from assumption (ii). Therefore H0 Ě S “ AU , as claimed. To complete the
proof it suffices to show that any nontrivial subspace of V ^d which is AU -invariant must
intersect W^d nontrivially.
Let Q be the parabolic subgroup of G with Lie algebra V 0`V ´, and let V ^dď0 “
À
χď0 V
^d
χ
be the direct sum of the a-eigenspaces with nonpositive eigenvalues. It is easy to check
that V ^dď0 is Q-invariant, i.e. that ρdpQqV
^d
ď0 “ V
^d
ď0 . Moreover, since LiepUq “ V
` and
LiepQq “ V 0 ` V ´, the product set QU contains a neighborhood of the identity in G and
in particular is Zariski dense in G0, the identity component of G.
Let L Ď V ^d be a nontrivial AU -invariant subspace, and assume by contradiction that
L X W^d “ t0u. Since L is A-invariant, it can be written as a sum of a-eigenspaces
L “
À
χ Lχ, and since LXW
^d “ t0u, we have Lχ “ t0u for all χ ą 0 and thus L Ď V
^d
ď0 .
Since V ^dď0 is Q-invariant and L is U -invariant, we have ρdpQUqL Ď V
^d
ď0 and thus since QU
is Zariski dense in G0, we have ρdpG0qL Ď V
^d
ď0 .
Let L1 “ spanpρdpG0qLq Ď V
^d
ď0 , and let T Ď G0 be a maximal torus containing A. Then
since L1 is G0-invariant, it can be written as a sum of joint eigenspaces for the ρdpT q-action,
i.e. L1 “
À
λPΨ1 L
1
λ, where Ψ
1 is the set of weights for the action of G0 on L
1. The normalizer
of T in G0 acts on Ψ
1 by dual conjugation: if g P NG0pT q then gpL
1
λq “ L
1
g˚λ
, where g˚λ
denotes the weight defined by the formula g˚λptq “ λpAd
´1
g tq (t P LiepT q). Thus, g˚Ψ
1 “ Ψ1
for all g P NG0pT q. In other words, Ψ
1 is invariant under the Weyl group of G0. It can
be checked by direct computation that if λ P Ψ1 is a nonzero weight, then the convex hull
of tg˚λ : g P NG0pT qu contains a neighborhood of the origin. But this implies that there
exists λ1 P Ψ1 such that λ1paq ą 0, contradicting that L1 Ď V ^dď0 . It follows that Ψ
1 does not
contain any nonzero weights, i.e. Ψ1 “ t0u. In particular ρdpT q acts trivially on L
1, and
thus the action of G on L1 has a nontrivial kernel. Since G is simple this means that G acts
trivially on L1, and hence L1 is trivial, and therefore so is L. This is a contradiction. 
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We will state a useful lemma for verifying condition (iii) of Definition 6.2. Let exp be the
exponential map from LiepGq to G, and recall that U “ tuα : α PMu. Then exp restricts
to a homeomorphism from LiepUq to U . We denote the inverse of this homeomorphism by
log, i.e. logpuq “ u´ 1. As before we let Γ denote the group generated by supppµq.
Lemma 6.4. Retaining the notation of Definition 6.2, suppose that µ satisfies (i), and
that there exists g0 P Γ with ug0 “ 1 and ag0 ‰ 1. Then for any g P Γ, if we write
g “ agkgug “ u
1
gagkg, then the Lie algebra of the closure of Γ contains both logpugq and
logpu1gq.
Proof. Write g0 “ at0k0 and let ni Ñ 8 be a sequence such that k
ni
0 Ñ 1. Without loss of
generality suppose that t0 ą 0. Then
g´ni0 gg
ni
0 “ agpk
´ni
0 kgk
ni
0 qpk
´ni
0 a´nit0uganit0k
ni
0 q ÝÝÝÑ
iÑ8
agkg.
It follows that agkg P Γ and thus ug P Γ. Applying the same logic to ug in place of g shows
that
k´ni0 a´nit0uganit0k
ni
0 P Γ
and thus
lim
iÑ8
k´ni0 a´nit0uganit0k
ni
0 ´ 1
nit0
`
1
M
` 1
N
˘ “ logpugq P LiepΓq.
Since LiepΓq is closed under Adpagkgq we obtain logpu
1
gq “ Adpagkgqplogpugqq P LiepHq as
well. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will apply Theorem 2.1, and need to check that assumptions
(I)–(III) are satisfied. Let hi be as in the statement, and write hi “ u
1
iaiki, where for
i “ 1, . . . , t we have
ai “
„
ciId 0
0 c´di

, ki “
„
Oi 0
0 1

, u1i “
„
Id c
d
iyi
0 1

.
Then (i) and (ii) of Definition 6.2 are clearly satisfied, and we use Lemma 6.4 and the
assumptions that y1 “ 0 and spanpyi : i “ 1, . . . , tq “ R
d to verify (iii). Now the argument
of Theorem 6.3 (replacing everywhere PGLDpRq with SLd`1pRq) goes through. 
6.2. Another example. Theorem 6.3 can be generalized to k ě 2 blocks as follows. Let
s1, . . . , sk be positive integers with
ř
si “ D, and for each j “ 1, . . . , D, letmj “ s1`¨ ¨ ¨`sj
and Ij “ tmj´1 ` 1, . . . ,mju, with the convention that m0 “ 0. Then tIj : j “ 1, . . . , ku is
a partition of t1, . . . , Du into blocks of length sj, j “ 1, . . . , k. Let Lj “ spantei : i P Iju
and Ei1,i2 as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, so that R
D “ L1`¨ ¨ ¨`Lk. For j1, j2 P t1, . . . , ku
let Vj1,j2 “ spanpEi1,i2 : i1 P Ij1 , i2 P Ij2q, and let V
` “
À
j1ăj2
Vj1,j2 .
We say that µ is in upper block form with respect to I1, . . . , Ik if for every g P supppµq we
can write g “ aku for elements a, k, u P G satisfying
(i)1 a is a diagonal matrix, k belongs to the compact group Oi1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Oik , and u P V
`.
Here ‘ denotes the direct sum of matrices.
(ii)1 For each j “ 1, . . . , k, the restriction of a to Lj is the scalar matrix which multiplies
by eθjpgq, where θj : supppµq Ñ R is a function such that
ş
θi dµ ą
ş
θj dµ whenever
i ă j. In particular, ag commutes with kg1 for all g
1 P supppµq.
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(iii)1 The Lie algebra of the Zariski closure of the group generated by tug : g P supppµqu
is equal to V `.
The generalization of Theorem 6.3 is that if µ is in upper block form then assumptions
(I)–(III) are satisfied. To see this one defines W^1 “ V1,k for d “ 1 and for d ě 2 one
defines a diagonal matrix a “ logpagq for some g P supppµq, and W
^d “
À
χpaqą0 V
^d
χ in
the notation of (29). The case d “ 1 of condition (III) follows from the irreducibility of
the adjoint representation, and the rest of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.3 go
through with minor modifications. We will not be using this result and leave its verification
to the reader.
Part 2. Diophantine approximation on fractals
7. Background
We first recall some standard notions from Diophantine approximation (more definitions
will appear further below). A point α P Rd is called badly approximable if there exists
c ą 0 such that for all p{q P Qd, we have }qα ´ p} ě cq´1{d, and very well approximable
if there exists ε ą 0 and infinitely many p{q P Qd such that }qα ´ p} ď q´p1{d`εq. The
sets of points with these properties are denoted respectively by BA and VWA. A point is
called well approximable if it is not badly approximable; all very well approximable points
are well approximable but not vice-versa. It is notoriously difficult to determine whether
specific numbers such as π or 21{3 are badly approximable or very well approximable, but
the properties of points typical for Lebesgue measure are well-understood. In particular,
the sets BA and VWA are both Lebesgue nullsets which nevertheless have full Hausdorff
dimension (a fact which shows that the exponent 1{d appearing in both definitions is a
critical exponent at which a transition occurs). Over the last several decades, much work
has revolved around determining what properties are typical with respect to measures other
than Lebesgue measure; e.g. measures supported on fractal sets.
Questions about Diophantine approximation on fractals can be naturally divided into two
classes: those concerned with determining the largeness (in some sense) of the set of points
on a given fractal that are difficult to approximate by rationals, and those concerned with
determining the largeness of the set of points that are easy to approximate by rationals.
Over the last decade there has been much progress regarding the first type of question.
Suppose that K is a sufficiently regular fractal, so that µK
def
“ Hδ|K is a positive and finite
measure, where δ denotes the Hausdorff dimension of K and Hδ denotes δ-dimensional
Hausdorff measure. This holds for example if K is the middle-thirds Cantor set, and for
this choice we have:
‚ the set BA has full Hausdorff dimension in K [29, 31], and
‚ the set VWA has measure zero with respect to µK [40, 26].
Both of these results are proven using fairly robust and straightforward geometric methods,
and are true in much greater generality (see in particular [9, 10] for some recent results).
For example, they are both true if K is any Ahlfors regular subset of R (a set A Ď R is
called Ahlfors regular if there is a measure µ with supppµq “ A and such that for some
positive constants δ, c1, c2, for all x P A and r P p0, 1q, we have c1r
δ ď µpBpx, rqq ď c2r
δ).
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The second type of question is more difficult to answer. The only relevant work of which
we are aware is the paper of Einsiedler, Fishman, and Shapira [12], whose main result
implies that if C is the standard middle-thirds Cantor set, then µCpBAq “ 0. Regarding
very well approximable points, even the Hausdorff dimension of VWA X C is not known
(for a nontrivial lower bound, see [32]).
There is a good reason why the second type of question is harder to answer than the
first. For both types of questions, one might expect that a sufficiently nice fractal “inherits”
the properties of the ambient space, and the above results imply that for a large class of
fractals, this is true with respect to the first type of question. However, there is a class of
very nice and simple fractals whose points do not have typical behavior with respect to the
second type of question. Namely, for each N ě 2 consider the set FN consisting of those
points in p0, 1q whose continued fraction expansion has partial quotients bounded above
by N . It is well-known that FN consists entirely of badly approximable points (in fact, we
have BAX p0, 1q “
Ť
N FN , see e.g. [25, Theorem 23]).
On the other hand, the set FN can be expressed as the limit set (cf. §8.1) of the finite
iterated function system consisting of the conformal contractions
φnpαq “
1
n` α
, n “ 1, . . . , N.(30)
This implies that FN is Ahlfors regular [35, Lemma 3.14]. Since Ahlfors regularity is one
of the strongest geometric properties held by the Cantor set, this means that it will be
difficult to distinguish FN from the Cantor set using geometric properties. In particular,
taking K “ FN shows that there are Ahlfors regular sets K for which the expected formula
µKpBAq “ 0 fails.
It is thus natural to ask what kind of regularity hypotheses on a fractal K might im-
ply that µKpBAq “ 0. We partially answer this question via Theorem 1.2, showing that
µKpBAq “ 0 whenever K is the limit set of an irreducible finite IFS of contracting similar-
ities. Let us point out a few cases where Theorem 1.2 applies while the results of [12] do
not apply:
‚ K “ C ` x is a translate of C;
‚ K is the middle-ε Cantor set constructed by starting with the closed interval r0, 1s
and removing at each stage the open middle subinterval of relative length ε from
each closed interval kept in the previous stage of the construction, for some ε P
p0, 1qr t1{3, 2{4, 3{5, . . .u;1
‚ K is the limit set of the the iterated function system
φ1pxq “
x
3
, φ2pxq “
3` x
4
;(31)
‚ K is a fractal in higher dimensions, such as K “ C ˆ C Ď R2.
In fact, Theorem 1.2 shows more, namely that almost every point on the fractals listed above
is of generic type, a term which we will define in §8.5. In particular, almost every point
on a one-dimensional fractal has a typical distribution of partial quotients in its continued
fraction expansion. In addition to these results, in what follows we will also prove several
1When ε P t1{3, 2{4, 3{5, . . .u, the middle-ε Cantor set falls under the framework of [12] because it is ˆb
invariant for some b ě 3.
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other Diophantine results about the measures supported on self-similar fractals, as well as
considering analogous questions regarding intrinsic Diophantine approximation on spheres
[28, 14] and on Kleinian lattices (cf. [15] and the references therein).
8. Main results – Similarity IFSes
We begin by introducing the class of sets that we will consider.
8.1. Similarity IFSes and their limit sets. We start working in higher dimensions now
and accordingly fix d ě 1 and an inner product on Rd. A contracting similarity is a map
Rd Ñ Rd of the form x ÞÑ cOpxq ` y where O is a d ˆ d matrix orthogonal with respect
to the chosen inner product, c P p0, 1q, and y P Rd. A finite similarity IFS on Rd is a
collection of contracting similarities Φ “ pφe : R
d Ñ RdqePE indexed by a finite set E,
called the alphabet. As in Part 1, let B “ EN. However, now we let b1n denote the reversal
of the first n coordinates of b, i.e. b1n “ pbn, . . . , b1q, in contrast to b
n
1 “ pb1, . . . , bnq which
was defined earlier. The coding map of an IFS Φ is the map π : B Ñ Rd defined by the
formula
(32) πpbq “ lim
nÑ8
φb1npα0q,
where α0 P R
d is an arbitrary but fixed point, and
(33) φb1n “ φb1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ φbn .
(Note that in both (33) and (1), we use the convention that φab “ φpa,bq “ φb ˝ φa.) It is
easy to show that the limit in (32) exists and is independent of the choice of α0, and that
the coding map is continuous. Thus the image of B under the coding map, called the limit
set of Φ, is a compact subset of Rd, which we denote by K “ KpΦq.
A similarity IFS Φ is said to satisfy the open set condition if there exists an open set
U Ď Rd such that pφepUqqePE is a disjoint collection of subsets of U , and is said to be
irreducible if there is no affine subspace L Ř Rd such that φepLq “ L for all e P E. We
remark that this assumption is equivalent to the apparently stronger assumption that there
is no affine subspace with a finite orbit under the semigroup generated by Φ, which follows
from making minor modifications to the proof of [7, Proposition 3.1]. It is well-known that
with these assumptions, µK “ H
δ|K is a finite nonzero measure.
Using this terminology, the first part of Theorem 1.2 can be stated as follows:
Theorem 8.1. Let K be the limit set of an irreducible finite similarity IFS satisfying the
open set condition. Then µKpBAq “ 0.
It is readily verified that the examples of fractals given in §7 (i.e. translates of the Cantor
set C, middle-ε Cantor sets, the limit set of (31), and C ˆ C) all satisfy the hypotheses of
this theorem. The same is true for the Koch snowflake and the Sierpin´ski triangle. On the
other hand, the sets FN (N P N) cannot be written as the limit sets of similarity IFSes.
Note that since the inner product used to define the notion of a similarity can be chosen
arbitrarily, the class of fractals K to which our results apply is invariant under invertible
affine transformations.
We also consider more general measures on a set K than just the Hausdorff measure µK.
Namely, let ProbpEq denote the space of probability measures on E. For each µ P ProbpEq
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we can consider the measure π˚µ
bN on K, i.e. the pushforward of µbN under the coding
map. A measure of the form π˚µ
bN is called a Bernoulli measure. If Φ satisfies the open set
condition, then there exists µ P ProbpEq with µpeq ą 0 for all e P E such that µK “ cπ˚µ
bN
for some constant c ą 0 [22, (3)(iv)]. So Theorem 8.1 is a consequence of the following
more general theorem:
Theorem 8.2. Let Φ be an irreducible finite similarity IFS on Rd, and fix µ P ProbpEq
such that µpeq ą 0 for all e P E. Then π˚βpBAq “ 0, where β “ µ
bN.
Note that in this theorem we do not require Φ to satisfy the open set condition. The
only reason we need the open set condition in Theorem 8.1 is to guarantee that µK is
proportional to π˚β; if the open set condition is not satisfied, then this equivalence does
not hold, and the Hausdorff dimension of K does not necessarily reflect the dynamical
structure (see e.g. [37]).
8.2. More general measures. Once we take the point of view that the Bernoulli measures
associated with an IFS are more important than the limit set of the IFS, it is possible to
relax the assumption that the IFS is finite, instead assuming that it is compact. There is
also no reason to restrict to uniformly contracting IFSes; it is enough to have a “contracting
on average” assumption. Let E be a compact set and let Φ “ pφeqePE be a continuously
varying family of similarities of Rd, called a compact similarity IFS. We say that a measure
µ P ProbpEq is contracting on average ifż
log }φ1e} dµpeq ă 0,
where }φ1e} denotes the scaling constant of the similarity φe (equal to the norm of the
derivative φ1e at any point of R
d). If µ is contracting on average, then by the ergodic
theorem }φ1b1n} Ñ 0 exponentially fast for β-a.e. b P B, and thus the limit (32) converges
almost everywhere, thereby defining a measure-preserving map π : pB, βq Ñ pRd, π˚βq. In
the case where all the elements of a compact similarity IFS are strict contractions (and
thus, by compactness, contract by a uniform amount), it is easy to show that the coding
map π is continuous and thus the image of B under π is compact. However, in the case of
contraction on average, π is only measurable and not continuous, and the set πpBq need
not be compact.
Now Theorem 8.2 is obviously a special case of the following:
Theorem 8.3. Let Φ be an irreducible compact similarity IFS on Rd, and fix µ P ProbpEq,
contracting on average, such that supppµq “ E. Then π˚βpBAq “ 0, where β “ µ
bN.
8.3. Other types of measures. A completely different direction in which to generalize
Theorem 8.1 is to consider measures on the limit set K other than Bernoulli measures. We
will need an assumption that ties the measure to the set K, i.e. that its topological support
is equal to K. We will also need a fairly weak geometric assumption. A measure ν on Rd is
called doubling if for all (equiv. for some) λ ą 1, there exists a constant Cλ ě 1 such that
for all x P supppνq and r P p0, 1q, we have
(34) νpBpx, λrqq ď CλνpBpx, rqq.
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Theorem 8.4. Let K be the limit set of an irreducible finite similarity IFS satisfying the
open set condition. If ν is a doubling measure such that supppνq “ K, then νpBAq “ 0.
Since the measure µK is doubling and has full topological support (e.g. this follows from
[22, (3)(iii)]), Theorem 8.4 provides another proof of Theorem 8.1. Note that we need the
open set condition in Theorem 8.4 in order to relate the doubling condition, which describes
geometry in Rd, to information about the space B.
8.4. Approximation of matrices. The preceding theorems can be generalized to the
framework of Diophantine approximation of matrices. In what follows, we fix M,N P N
and let M denote the space of M ˆ N matrices. Recall that a matrix α P M is called
badly approximable if there exists c ą 0 such that for all q P ZN r t0u and p P ZM ,
}αq ´ p} ě c}q}´N{M . As before, we denote the set of badly approximable matrices by
BA.
Rather than considering an arbitrary compact similarity IFS acting on M, we will need
to be somewhat restrictive about which similarities we allow: they will need to be somewhat
compatible with the structure ofM as a space of matrices. We define an algebraic similarity
of M to be a map of the form α ÞÑ λβαγ` δ, where λ ą 0, β P OM , γ P ON , and δ PM.
Here OM denotes the group of M ˆ M real matrices which preserve some fixed inner
product on RM . Thus an algebraic similarity is a composition of a translation and pre-
and post-composition of α with similarity mappings on its domain and range. Note that
if M “ 1 or N “ 1, then every similarity is algebraic. A similarity IFS will be called
algebraic if it consists of algebraic similarities. It will be called irreducible if it does not
leave invariant any proper affine subspace of M – RM ¨N . For convenience we make the
following definition:
Definition 8.5. Let Φ be an irreducible compact algebraic similarity IFS on M, and fix
µ P ProbpEq, contracting on average, such that supppµq “ E. Then the Bernoulli measure
π˚β is called a general algebraic self-similar measure, where β “ µ
bN.
As explained in §8.1, we are free to specify our inner product structures on RM ,RN in
advance, and the groups OM ,ON appearing above should be understood as the groups
preserving these inner products. This implies that the pushforward of a general algebraic
self-similar measure under a map of the form α ÞÑ βαγ ` δ, where β P GLMpRq, γ P
GLNpRq, and δ PM, is also a general algebraic self-similar measure.
We can now state generalizations of Theorems 8.3 and 8.4, respectively:
Theorem 8.6. If ν is a general algebraic self-similar measure on M, then νpBAq “ 0.
Theorem 8.7. Let K be the limit set of an irreducible finite algebraic similarity IFS on M
satisfying the open set condition. If ν is a doubling measure such that supppνq “ K, then
νpBAq “ 0.
Theorem 8.7 will be proven in Section 11, while Theorem 8.6 follows from Theorem 8.11
below.
8.5. More refined Diophantine properties. Beyond showing that a typical point of a
measure is well approximable, one can also ask about finer Diophantine properties of that
point. Recall that a matrix α P M is called Dirichlet improvable if there exists λ P p0, 1q
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such that for all sufficiently large Q ě 1, there exist q P ZN r t0u and p P ZM such that
}q}8 ď Q and }αq ´ p}8 ď λQ
´N{M . Here } ¨ }8 denotes the max norm, in contrast to
the notation } ¨ } which we use when it is irrelevant what norm we are using. Dirichlet’s
theorem states that this condition holds for all α PM when λ “ 1, so a matrix is Dirichlet
improvable if and only if Dirichlet’s theorem can be improved by a constant factor strictly
less than 1. The concept of Dirichlet improvable matrices was introduced by Davenport
and Schmidt, who showed that Lebesgue-a.e. matrix is not Dirichlet improvable, and that
every badly approximable matrix is Dirichlet improvable [11]. The converse to the last
assertion is false except when M “ N “ 1. Thus the following theorem gives strictly more
information than Theorem 8.6:
Theorem 8.8. If ν is a general algebraic self-similar measure on M, then νpDIq “ 0,
where DI is the set of Dirichlet improvable matrices.
The properties of being well approximable and not Dirichlet improvable both indicate
that a point is “typical” in some sense. Another way of indicating that a point is typical
is to show that its orbit under an appropriate dynamical system equidistributes in an
appropriate space. In dimension 1 (i.e. M “ N “ 1), an appropriate dynamical system
from the point of view of Diophantine approximation is the Gauss map
G :p0, 1q Ñ p0, 1q, Gpαq “
1
α
´
Z
1
α
^
,
which is invariant and ergodic with respect to the Gauss measure dµGpαq “
1
logp2q
dα
1`α
(see e.g. [24, Theorems 9.7 and 9.11]). The Gauss map acts as the shift map on the
continued fraction expansion of a number, so if α P p0, 1q, then the forward orbit of α is
equidistributed with respect to the Gauss measure if and only if the continued fraction
expansion of α contains each possible pattern with exactly the expected frequency.
Theorem 8.9. If ν is a general algebraic self-similar measure on R, then for ν-a.e. α P R,
the forward orbit of the point α ´ tαu under the Gauss map is equidistributed with respect
to the Gauss measure.
In higher dimensions, there is no direct analogue of the Gauss map but there is another
dynamical system for which the orbits of points describe their Diophantine properties: the
one given by the Dani correspondence principle [8, 27]. Let D “ M ` N , G “ PGLDpRq,
Λ “ PGLDpZq, and X “ G{Λ, and let x0 be the element of X corresponding to the coset
Λ.2 As in Part 1, for each t P R and α PM, let
at “
„
et{MIM
e´t{NIN

, uα “
„
IM ´α
IN

,(35)
which we consider as elements of PGLDpRq by identifying a matrix with its equivalence
class. Then the Dani correspondence principle says that the forward orbit patuαx0qtě0
encodes the Diophantine properties of the matrix α. We will say that α is of generic type
2As in Part 1, SL˘
D
pRq and SL˘
D
pZq denote respectively the groups of D ˆD real (integer) matrices of
determinant ˘1, and PGLDpRq, PGLDpZq are their factor groups obtained by identifying matrices which
differ by multiplications by scalars.
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if the orbit patuαx0qtě0 is equidistributed in X with respect to the G-invariant probability
measure on X.
Remark 8.10. Note that in [8] (and most subsequent papers) the spaceX 1 “ SLDpRq{ SLDpZq
was used instead of X. But the natural map X 1 Ñ X (induced by the homomorphism
SLDpRq Ñ PGLDpRq) is an equivariant isomorphism of homogeneous spaces and hence
does not affect the definition of generic type. Using PGLDpRq will make it possible to en-
code more general maps coming from orthogonal transformations that are not orientation-
preserving.
Theorem 8.11. If ν is a general algebraic self-similar measure on M, then ν-a.e. α PM
is of generic type.
Since an equidistributed orbit is dense, [8, Theorem 2.20] and [30, Proposition 2.1] show
that Theorem 8.11 implies Theorems 8.6 and 8.8, respectively. When M “ N “ 1, the
equidistribution of the orbit patuαx0qtě0 implies the equidistribution of pG
npαqqnPN, in other
words Theorem 8.9 follows from Theorem 8.11. The converse however is false, see Section
13 for details. Theorem 8.11 will be proven in Section 12.
Remark 8.12. Einsiedler, Fishman, and Shapira actually proved more than just µKpBAq “
0: they showed that if ν is any measure on R{Z invariant under the ˆk map for some k ě 2,
then for ν-a.e. α P R, the orbit patuαx0qtě0 is dense in X, and α has all finite patterns in
its continued fraction expansion. Theorem 8.11 improves density to equidistribution. See
[39] for another result in this direction.
9. Main results – Mo¨bius IFSes
Theorems regarding similarity IFSes can often be extended to the realm of conformal
IFSes, whose definition is somewhat technical (see e.g. [35, p.6]), or to the subclass of
Mo¨bius IFSes, which can be defined more succinctly (see §9.1 below). However, we know
that the results of the previous section cannot be extended directly, because the sets FN
can be written as the limit sets of Mo¨bius IFSes, even though they contain only badly
approximable points. The reason for this appears to be a very special coincidence, namely
the fact that the defining transformations of the IFS defining FN are all represented by
elements of the integer lattice Λ “ PGL2pZq Ď G “ PGL2pRq (cf. (30)). In fact, it
turns out that the limit set of any Mo¨bius IFS with this property consists entirely of badly
approximable numbers; see Theorem 9.1(i) below. Thus, an additional restriction will be
needed in order to rule out this case and similar cases.
It is also natural to ask about higher dimensions, but here the situation is less clear. The
reason for this is that the Diophantine structure of Rd is naturally related to the group
G “ PGLdpRq of projective transformations on R
d, and this group is the same as the group
of Mo¨bius transformations if d “ 1 but not in higher dimensions. On the other hand, a
Diophantine setting that is naturally related to the group of Mo¨bius transformations is the
setting of intrinsic approximation on spheres, which has been studied by Kleinbock and
Merrill [28] and related to hyperbolic geometry by Fishman, Kleinbock, Merrill, and the
first-named author [14, §3.5]. In this setting, points on the unit sphere Sd Ď Rd`1 are
approximated by rational points of Sd. When d “ 1, there is a conformal isomorphism be-
tween S1 and R1 that preserves Diophantine properties, given by stereographic projection;
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in higher dimensions stereographic projection still provides a conformal isomorphism be-
tween Sd and Rd, but this isomorphism does not preserve Diophantine properties. Moving
the Diophantine structure from Sd to Rd yields a structure on Rd that is naturally related
to the group of Mo¨bius transformations.
In what follows, we will show that if K is the image under stereographic projection of
the limit set of a conformal iterated function system on Rd, then almost every point of K
is not badly approximable with respect to intrinsic approximation on Sd.
The proofs in this section use the results of Benoist and Quint directly, without appealing
to Part 1.
9.1. Mo¨bius IFSes. A Mo¨bius transformation of Rd “ RdYt8u is a finite composition of
spherical inversions and reflections in hyperplanes. See e.g. [21] for an introduction to the
geometry of Mo¨bius transformations. A (finite) Mo¨bius IFS on Rd is a finite collection of
Mo¨bius transformations Φ “ pφe : Rd Ñ RdqePE such that for some nonempty compact set
F Ď Rd, for all e P E, we have φepFq Ď F , and φe|F is a strict contraction relative to some
Riemannian metric independent of e.3 As in the case of similarity IFSes the coding map
π : B Ñ F , B “ EN is defined by the formula (32), with the additional restriction that
α0 P F (otherwise the limit may not exist). Similarly, a Mo¨bius IFS Φ is said to satisfy
the open set condition if there exists a nonempty open set U Ď Rd such that pφepUqqePE
is a disjoint collection of subsets of U . Finally, Φ is irreducible if there is no generalized
sphere L Ř Rd such that φepLq “ L for all e P E. Here a generalized sphere in Rd is
either an affine subspace of Rd (including the point at infinity) or a sphere inside of a (not
necessarily proper) affine subspace of Rd. Note that in dimension 1, a nonempty proper
generalized sphere is just a point. For the purposes of this paper, we consider t8u to be a
generalized sphere. Since t8u is invariant under all similarities, this means that the classes
of similarity IFSes and irreducible Mo¨bius IFSes are disjoint.
The group of Mo¨bius transformations on R is isomorphic to G “ PGL2pRq, where each
matrix r a bc d s P PGL2pRq represents the Mo¨bius transformation x ÞÑ
ax`b
cx`d
. In what follows
we implicitly identify these two groups via this isomorphism.
Theorem 9.1. Let Φ “ pφeqePE be an irreducible finite Mo¨bius IFS on R satisfying the
open set condition, and let K be its limit set. Let Γ denote the group generated by Φ.
(i) If Γ is virtually contained in Λ
def
“ PGL2pZq, then K Ď BA.
(ii) Suppose that Γ is not virtually contained in any group of the form gΛg´1 pg P Gq.
Then µKpBAq “ 0, and more generally, if ν is a doubling measure on K such that
supppνq “ K, then νpBAq “ 0.
Recall that a subgroup Γ of a group G is virtually contained in another subgroup Λ Ď G
if some finite index subgroup of Γ is contained in Λ.
3Any Mo¨bius IFS according to this definition that satisfies the open set condition is (after possibly
passing to an iterate) a conformal IFS according to the definition given in [35, p.6]. To see this, let U be
the set coming from the open set condition, and let X be the intersection of U with a closed neighborhood
of F small enough so that Φ is still strictly contracting on X, and smooth enough so that the cone condition
holds. Then let V be a slightly larger open neighborhood. It is obvious that [35, (2.6)-(2.8)] hold, and [35,
(2.9)] follows from [35, Remark 2.3].
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Example 9.2. The system of Mo¨bius transformations (30) is an irreducible Mo¨bius IFS.
So the set FN , and all of its translations, are the limit sets of irreducible Mo¨bius IFSes.
Thus Theorem 9.1 says that for all α P Q, we have FN`α Ď BA (this also follows directly).
However, Theorem 9.1 does not say anything about the sets FN ` α where α is irrational,
because then the corresponding IFS Φ falls into neither case (i) nor case (ii).
It follows from Theorem 9.6 below that if α is irrational, then any Bernoulli measure on
FN ` α gives zero measure to the set of badly approximable points. However, the natural
measure µFN`α “ H
δ|FN`α (where δ “ dimHpFNq) is not a Bernoulli measure, and our
results say nothing about this measure.
Example 9.3. If the IFS Φ “ pφaqaPE contains at least two similarities with distinct
fixed points, but is not entirely composed of similarities, then we are in case (ii). This is
because it follows from applying Lemma 6.4 to the subgroup of Γ generated by these two
similarities (thinking of it as a subgroup of the Lie group of all similarities) that the closure
of Γ contains a positive-dimensional unipotent subgroup. Therefore it cannot have a finite
index subgroup contained in gΛg´1 for any g P G.
9.2. Intrinsic approximation on spheres. Fix d ě 1, and let Sd be the unit sphere
in Rd`1. We recall that a point α P Sd is badly approximable with respect to intrinsic
approximation on Sd, or just badly intrinsically approximable, if there exists c ą 0 such
that for all p{q P Qd`1 X Sd, we have }qα ´ p} ě c. The set of badly intrinsically
approximable points is similar in many ways to the set of badly approximable points; for
example, it has full Hausdorff dimension but zero Lebesgue measure [28]. We denote the
set of badly intrinsically approximable points by BASd .
We define aMo¨bius IFS on Sd to be a Mo¨bius IFS on Rd`1 that preserves Sd. Such an IFS
is said to be irreducible (relative to Sd) if it does not preserve any generalized sphere L Ř Sd.
Let G (resp. Λ) denote the group POpd`1, 1;Rq (resp. POpd`1, 1;Zq) of pd`2qˆ pd`2q
real (resp. integer) matrices preserving the quadratic form Qpx0, x1, . . . , xd`1q “ ´x
2
0`x
2
1`
¨ ¨ ¨`x2d`1, where matrices which are scalar multiples of each other are identified. Note that
the group of Mo¨bius transformations that preserve Sd is isomorphic to G via the following
isomorphism: each element g P G acts conformally on Sd via the restriction of a projective
transformation of Pd`1pRq Ě Rd`1, and this conformal isomorphism of Sd extends uniquely
to a Mo¨bius transformation of Rd`1. (The resulting Mo¨bius transformation is not the same
as the projective action of g on Rd`1, unless g preserves the origin of Rd`1.) Using this
identification, we can now state the following theorem:
Theorem 9.4. Let G, Λ be as above, let Φ “ pφeqePE be an irreducible finite Mo¨bius IFS
on Sd satisfying the open set condition, and let K be its limit set. Let Γ Ď G denote the
group generated by Φ.
(i) If Γ is virtually contained in Λ, then K Ď BASd.
(ii) Suppose that there is no g P G for which Γ is virtually contained in gΛg´1. Then
µKpBASdq “ 0, and more generally, if ν is a doubling measure on K such that
supppνq “ K, then νpBASdq “ 0.
9.3. Kleinian lattices. We conclude this section by considering an approximation prob-
lem in hyperbolic geometry that generalizes both of the setups considered above. Let Hd`1
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denote pd ` 1q-dimensional hyperbolic space, let G “ IsompHd`1q, and let Λ Ď G be a
lattice. A point α P BHd`1 is said to be uniformly radial with respect to Λ if any geodesic
ray with endpoint α stays within a bounded distance of the orbit Λpoq, where o P Hd`1 is
arbitrary but fixed. We denote the set of uniformly radial points of Λ by URΛ. Uniformly
radial points can also be thought of as “badly approximable with respect to the parabolic
points of Λ”; see [15, Proposition 1.21]. In particular,
‚ If H2 is the upper half-plane model of hyperbolic geometry, then BH2 “ R, and
the parabolic points of the lattice Λ
def
“ PGL2pZq Ď G
def
“ PGL2pRq are exactly the
rational points of R (including 8). The heights of these rational points correspond
to the diameters of an invariant collection of horoballs centered at these points,
which implies that URΛ “ BA [15, Obs. 1.15 and 1.16 and Proposition 1.21].
‚ If Hd`1 is the Poincare´ ball model of hyperbolic geometry, then BHd`1 “ Sd, and the
parabolic points of the lattice Λ “ POpd`1, 1;Zq Ď G “ POpd`1, 1;Rq are exactly
the rational points of Sd. Again the heights of these rational points correspond to
the diameters of horoballs, so URΛ “ BASd [14, §3.5].
These facts show that the following theorem generalizes both Theorem 9.1 and Theorem
9.4:
Theorem 9.5. Let Φ “ pφeqePE be an irreducible finite Mo¨bius IFS on BH
d`1 satisfying
the open set condition, and let K be its limit set. Let Γ denote the group generated by Φ,
and let Λ Ď G “ IsompHd`1q be a lattice.
(i) If Γ is virtually contained in Λ, then K Ď URΛ.
(ii) Suppose that there is no g P G for which Γ is virtually contained in gΛg´1. Then
µKpURΛq “ 0, and more generally, if ν is a doubling measure on K such that
supppνq “ K, then νpURΛq “ 0.
In this theorem, Hd`1 can be interpreted as either the Poincare´ ball model of hyperbolic
geometry (in which case BHd`1 “ Sd), or as the upper half-space model (in which case
BHd`1 “ Rd). Either way, the group of Mo¨bius transformations on BHd`1 is isomorphic to
IsompHd`1q, which explains how the Mo¨bius transformations pφeqePE can be identified with
elements of G. In what follows we will not distinguish between a Mo¨bius transformation
and its corresponding isometry of Hd`1, but it should be observed that the Mo¨bius trans-
formation is not itself an isometry of the space BHd`1, but only a conformal map. If we
interpret Hd`1 as the upper half-space model, then we should assume that 8 R K, so that
K inherits a metric from Rd with respect to which the notion of a doubling measure can
be interpreted. Theorem 9.5 will be proven in Section 11.
We can relax the assumptions that Φ is finite, contracting on some set F , and satisfies
the open set condition if we consider a more restricted class of measures, namely the class
of Bernoulli measures. This restriction will also allow us to improve the conclusion of
Theorem 9.5(ii), and to bypass the obstruction that occurs when Γ is virtually contained in
some gΛg´1 ‰ Λ (the obstruction that occurs when Γ is virtually contained in Λ remains).
We define a compact Mo¨bius IFS on BHd`1 to be a continuously varying family of Mo¨bius
transformations Φ “ pφe P IsompH
d`1qqePE, where E is a compact set. Note that in
this definition, we do not assume that the family Φ is contracting in any sense. We call
Φ irreducible if it does not preserve any generalized sphere L Ř Sd, nor any point of
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Hd`1. Given an irreducible compact Mo¨bius IFS Φ and a measure µ P ProbpEq such that
supppµq “ E, for β-a.e. b P B, the limit
(36) πpbq “ lim
nÑ8
φb1npoq
exists in BHd`1, where o P Hd`1 is a distinguished point and φb1n is as in (33) (see [34]).
Thus we can define the measure π˚β on BH
d`1.
Theorem 9.6. Let Φ “ pφeqePE be an irreducible compact Mo¨bius IFS on BH
d`1. Let Γ
be the group generated by Φ, and let Λ Ď G “ IsompHd`1q be a lattice. Suppose that Γ is
not virtually contained in Λ. Then for all µ P ProbpEq such that supppµq “ E, we have
π˚βpURΛq “ 0, where β “ µ
bN. Moreover, for β-a.e. b P B, any geodesic ray ending
at πpbq is equidistributed in the unit tangent bundle T 1Hd`1{Λ – KzG{Λ (where K is the
maximal compact subgroup of G fixing a distinguished tangent vector at o).
Summary. The theorems of §8 and Theorem 1.2 all reduce to three theorems: 8.7, 8.9,
and 8.11. The theorems of this section all reduce to two theorems: 9.5 and 9.6. We will
then prove these theorems in Sections 11-13.
10. Relation to the random walk setup
In this section we restate the results we will use from Part 1 of this paper, and from [5].
We use the following notation for all of the theorems below:
‚ G is a semisimple real algebraic group with no compact factors, Λ is a lattice in
G, X “ G{Λ, and mX is the G-invariant probability measure on X obtained from
Haar measure on G (in some cases below G and Λ will be made more specific). The
point x0 P X corresponds to the coset Λ.
‚ E is a compact set, e ÞÑ ge is a continuous map from E to G, and µ P ProbpEq is a
measure such that supppµq “ E.
‚ Γ` (resp. Γ) is the semigroup (resp. group) generated by tge : e P Eu.
‚ For b “ pe1, e2, . . .q P B, and n P N, gbn
1
denotes the product gen ¨ ¨ ¨ ge1 .
By combining Theorems 2.1 and 6.3 of Part 1, we immediately obtain the following:
Theorem 10.1. LetM,N be positive integers, let D “M`N , and let G “ PGLDpRq, Λ “
PGLDpZq, X “ G{Λ. Let µ be a probability measure with compact support E Ď G which is
in pM,Nq-upper block form (see Definition 6.2). Then for all x P X,
(i) Γ`x is dense in X.
(ii) For β-a.e. b P B, the random walk trajectory
(37)
`
gbn
1
x
˘
nPN
is equidistributed in X with respect to mX .
We will also use:
Theorem 10.2 (Benoist-Quint, see [5, Theorems 1.1 and 1.3]). Suppose that Γ` is Zariski
dense in G. Then for all x P X, there exist a closed group H Ď G containing Γ` and an
H-invariant probability measure νx such that supppνxq “ Hx and:
(i) Γ`x is dense in Hx.
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(ii) For β-a.e. b P B, the random walk trajectory (37) is equidistributed in Hx with
respect to νx.
Remark 10.3. If the identity component of G is simple in Theorem 10.2, then the group
H is either discrete or of finite index in G. This is because the adjoint action of Γ` on
LiepGq normalizes LiepHq, so since Γ` is Zariski dense, the adjoint action of G normalizes
LiepHq as well, and thus either LiepHq “ t0u or LiepHq “ LiepGq.
If H is discrete, then νx is atomic and gives the same measure to every atom, and thus
Hx is finite. In this case H acts by permutations on Hx, so a finite index subgroup of H
is contained in StabGpxq “ gΛg
´1, where x is the coset gΛ.
If H is of finite index, then νx is the (renormalized) restriction of the natural measure
mX on X to one or more connected components of X. In particular, if X is connected
(which is true in the examples we consider), then νx “ mX .
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2, also proven in Part 1.
Theorem 10.4. Fix x P X, and suppose that for β-a.e. b P B, the random walk trajectory
pgbn
1
xqnPN is equidistributed in X with respect to mX . Let K be a compact group, let κ :
Γ Ñ K be a homomorphism, and for each e P E let ke “ κpgeq. Let K¯ denote the closure
of κpΓq and let mK¯ denote Haar measure on K¯, and assume that Γ acts ergodically on
pX ˆ K¯,mX bmK¯q. Finally, let B¯ “ E
Z, β¯ “ µbZ, let Y be a locally compact topological
space, and let f : B¯ Ñ Y be a measurable transformation. Then for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the
sequence
(38)
`
gbn
1
x, kbn
1
, fpT nbq
˘
nPN
is equidistributed in X ˆ K¯ ˆ Y with respect to mX bmK¯ b f˚β¯.
10.1. Relation to the setups considered in Sections 8 and 9. Now we show that the
hypotheses of the above theorems are satisfied in the setups considered in §8-§9, which we
summarize as follows:
Setup 1. In §8, the fundamental objects are an irreducible compact algebraic similarity IFS
Φ “ pφeqePE on the space M of M ˆN matrices, a contracting-on-average measure
µ P ProbpEq such that supppµq “ E, the groups G “ PGLDpRq, Λ “ PGLDpZq,
and the homogeneous space X “ G{Λ.
Setup 2. In §9, the fundamental objects are an irreducible compact Mo¨bius IFS Φ “ pφeqePE
on BHd`1, a measure µ P ProbpEq such that supppµq “ E, and a lattice Λ Ď G “
IsompHd`1q.
We will explain how to connect Setups 1 and 2 with the homogeneous space random walks
setup introduced in this section. In both setups the objects G, Λ, E, and µ are already
defined, so it remains to define the family pgeqePE. In Setup 2 we notice that the Mo¨bius
transformations φe pe P Eq are already members of G, so they define a family pgeqePE via
the formula ge “ φ
´1
e . Note that taking the inverse in this definition ensures that the
expressions gbn
1
and φb1n appearing respectively in the definitions of the random walk and
the coding map (see (37) and (32)) are related by the formula gbn
1
“ pφb1nq
´1 pb P B, n P Nq.
In Setup 1, we will also define the family pgeqePE via the formula ge “ φ
´1
e , but it takes
a little more work to describe how to view the algebraic similarities φe pe P Eq as elements
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of G “ PGLDpRq. We recall that in §6.1 we defined subgroups A,K,U Ď G by:
A “ tat : t P Ru, K “ OM ‘ON , U “ tuα : α PMu(39)
(where as before matrices are identified with their images in G), and we let
(40) P “ AKU.
Note that A and K commute with each other and normalize U , and thus the natural
projections
πA : P Ñ A and πK : P Ñ K
are homomorphisms. Let ι : MÑ P {AK be defined by the formula ιpαq “ uαAK. Then ι
is a homeomorphism, and ιp0q is the identity coset AK P P {AK. Now consider the action
ρ of P on M that results from conjugating the action of P on P {AK by left multiplication
by the isomorphism ι. It is readily checked that ρpuαqpβq “ β `α, ρpatqpβq “ e
t{M`t{Nβ,
and ρpO1 ‘ O2qpβq “ O1βO
´1
2 . In particular ρ is faithful (since P Ď PGLDpRq and thus
multiplication by ´1 is considered trivial), and ρpP q is the group of algebraic similarities
of M. So ρ is an isomorphism between P and the group of algebraic similarities of M.
By identifying each element of P with its image under ρ, we can think of the algebraic
similarities φe pe P Eq as elements of P Ď G, and from there define the family pgeqePE
by the formula ge “ φ
´1
e . Note that this paragraph is the reason we needed to consider
algebraic similarities, rather than all similarities, in Theorems 8.6—8.11.
We now show that we can apply Theorems 10.1 and 10.4 in Setup 1, and Theorem 10.2
in Setup 2.
‚ Let Φ “ pφeqePE be an irreducible compact algebraic similarity IFS, where E is a
compact indexing set, and let µ P ProbpEq be a contracting-on-average measure
such that supppµq “ E. By replacing E and µ with their images under the map
e ÞÑ ge “ φ
´1
e , we can without loss of generality assume that E is a subset of
G and that ge “ e for all e P E. We want to apply Theorem 10.1 to show that
for any x P X, for β-a.e. b P B, the associated random walk trajectory (37) is
equidistributed in X.
Note that replacing µ by its pushforward under a conjugation in G does not
affect the validity of this conclusion; indeed, if (37) is equidistributed then so is
pg0gbn
1
xqnPN “ pg0gbn
1
g´10 g0xqnPN, which is the random walk corresponding to the
pushforward of µ under conjugation by g0 and the initial point g0x. Taking an
element of the semigroup generated by Φ which acts on M as a contraction and
translating the fixed point to the origin, we can assume with no loss of generality
that supppµq contains an element h0 P AK with πAph0q “ at, t ą 0. After this
conjugation, let us show that the measure µ satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) of Definition
6.2, where
ag “ πApgq, kg “ πKpgq, ug “ k
´1
g a
´1
g g.
Clearly, these elements are of the form described in Definition 6.2, and the growth
assumption in (ii) follows from the contraction-on-average assumption. We will use
the irreducibility assumption to verify (iii). Let H Ď P be the Zariski closure of Γ,
and we will show that LiepHq Ě LiepUq. Let Q be the identity component of HXU .
Clearly, H normalizes Q, and by Lemma 6.4, for all g P H we have logpugq P LiepQq
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and thus ug P Q. Now let L “ tα P M : logpuαq P LiepHqu “ tα P M : uα P Qu.
We claim that L is invariant under the action of Γ onM. Indeed, if g P Γ and α P L,
then g ¨ ιpαq “ agkguguα{AK “ gpuαugqg
´1{AK P Q{AK and thus ρpgqpαq P L.
Thus by the irreducibility assumption, L “ M and thus LiepHq Ě LiepUq, as
required.
‚ In Setup 1 we will also need to know that the assumptions of Theorem 10.4 are
satisfied for the map κ “ πK . That is, we need to show that Γ acts ergodically on
pX ˆ K¯,mX bmK¯q, where K¯ is the closure of πKpΓq and mK¯ is Haar measure on
K¯. To see this, note that the “contracting on average” assumption on µ implies
that Γ is an unbounded subgroup of G. Thus by the Howe–Moore theorem (see e.g.
[41]), the action of Γ on X is mixing, and hence also weakly mixing. Moreover, the
action of Γ on pK¯,mK¯q (via κ) is ergodic since κpΓq is dense in K¯. This implies
(see [38, Proposition 2.2]) that the product action of Γ on X ˆ K¯ is ergodic.
‚ In Setup 2, we need to show that Γ` is Zariski dense, naturally using the assumption
that the IFS Φ is irreducible. First of all, by [1, Lemma 5.15], the Zariski closure
of Γ`, which we denote by H, is a group. It is clear that the limit set of H in the
sense of Kleinian groups contains the limit set of Φ in the sense of §9, which by
assumption is not contained in any generalized sphere L Ř Hd`1 (or else the smallest
such sphere would be invariant under Φ). Thus H is a Lie subgroup of IsompHd`1q
with no global fixed point whose limit set (in the sense of Kleinian groups) is not
contained in any nonempty generalized sphere which is properly contained in BHd`1.
So by [20, Proposition 16], either H is discrete or H “ IsompHd`1q. The former
case is ruled out because Zariski closed discrete sets are finite, and H is infinite (e.g.
because its limit set is nonempty). Thus Γ` is Zariski dense.
11. Doubling measures
In this section, we prove Theorems 8.7 and Theorem 9.5, using results from Part 1 and
[5] respectively. The proofs are very similar. They rely on the notion of a porous set:
Definition 11.1. Let Z be a metric space. A subset S Ď Z is called porous if there
exists c ą 0 such that for all 0 ă r ď 1 and for all z P Z, there exists w P Z such that
Bpw, crq Ď Bpz, rqr S.
Lemma 11.2 ([23, Proposition 3.4]). If S Ď Z is porous, then S has measure zero with
respect to any doubling measure ν such that supppνq “ Z.
Before beginning the proofs of Theorems 8.7 and 9.5, we will provide equivalent charac-
terizations of when a point is badly approximable (resp. uniformly radial) in the context
of Theorem 8.7 (resp. Theorem 9.5).
Lemma 11.3. Let the notation be as in Setup 1, and assume that Φ is strictly contracting
(i.e. that supePE |φ
1
e| ă 1). Then for each b P B, we have πpbq P BA if and only if the
sequence pgbn
1
x0qnPN is bounded in X.
Proof. By the Dani correspondence principle, we have πpbq P BA if and only if the orbit`
atuπpbqx0
˘
tě0
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is bounded in X [8, Theorem 2.20]. Write gn “ gbn
1
“ atnknuαn for some tn P R, kn P K,
and αn P M. Also write βn “ πpT
nbq P K, where T : B Ñ B is the shift map, and let
hn “ u´βnatnknuπpbq. Obviously hn and gn agree in their projections to AK, and on the
other hand, letting them act on M via the isomorphism ι : MÑ P {AK (and recalling the
minus sign in (35)), we have
h´1n pβnq “ u
´1
πpbqk
´1
n a
´1
tn
p0q “ u´1
πpbqp0q “ πpbq “ φb1npβnq “ g
´1
n pβnq.
So hn “ gn, and thus hnx0 “ gnx0. Since Φ is strictly contracting, the limit set K is
compact, so the sequence pβnqnPN is bounded. Since K is also compact, this shows that
the distance from hnx0 to atnuπpbqx0 is bounded by a number independent of n. So since
the sequence patnqnPN has bounded gaps in patqtě0, we have`
gnx0
˘
nPN
is bounded ô
`
atnuπpbqx0
˘
nPN
is bounded
ô
`
atuπpbqx0
˘
tě0
is bounded. 
Lemma 11.4. Let the notation be as in Setup 2, and assume that Φ is strictly contracting
on some compact set F Ď BHd`1. Given b P B, we have πpbq P URΛ if and only if the
sequence pgbn
1
x0qnPN is bounded in X.
Proof. Let K be the subgroup of G fixing a distinguished tangent vector at the basepoint
o, so that T 1Hd`1 – KzG{Λ. Since K is compact,`
gbn
1
x0
˘
nPN
is bounded in X
ô the image of
`
gbn
1
˘
nPN
is bounded in KzG{Λ
ô the image of
`
φb1n
˘
nPN
is bounded in ΛzG{K
ô
`
φb1npoq
˘
nPN
remains within a bounded distance of Λpoq.
So to complete the proof, we need to show that the Hausdorff distance between the sequence`
φb1npoq
˘
nPN
and the geodesic ray ro, πpbqs from o to πpbq is finite. Since the sequence
of successive distances
`
distpφb1npoq, φb1n`1poqq
˘
nPN
is bounded, it suffices to show that the
sequence of distances
`
distpφb1npoq, ro, πpbqsq
˘
nPN
is uniformly bounded. Now for each n,
dist
`
φb1npoq, ro, πpbqs
˘
“ dist
`
o, rφ´1
b1n
poq, φ´1
b1n
pπpbqqs
˘
“ dist
`
o, rφ´1
b1n
poq, πpT nbqs
˘
,
so we just need to show that, after taking any subsequence along which both limits exist,
we have
(41) lim
nÑ8
φ´1
b1n
poq ‰ lim
nÑ8
πpT nbq.
But the left-hand side of (41) belongs to BHd`1 r V , where V Ď Hd`1 Y BHd`1 is a
neighborhood of F small and regular enough so that o R V and φepV q Ď V for all e P E.
On the other hand, since Φ is strictly contracting on F , the right-hand side of (41) is a
member of F . So the two cannot be equal, which completes the proof. 
We are now ready to prove Theorems 8.7 and 9.5.
Proof of Theorem 9.5(i). By Lemma 11.4, it suffices to show that for all b P B, the sequence
pgbn
1
x0qnPN is bounded in X “ G{Λ. But this sequence is contained in the orbit Γ
`x0, which
by hypothesis is finite. 
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Proof of Theorems 8.7 and 9.5(ii). Let Kj Õ X be an exhaustion of X by compact sets,
and for each j let
Sj “ tb P B : pgbn
1
x0qnPN Ď Kju.
Then by Lemma 11.3 (resp. Lemma 11.4), the set of badly approximable points (resp.
uniformly radial points) can be written as
Ť
jPN πpSjq. By Lemma 11.2, in order to complete
the proof, it suffices to show that for all j, the set πpSjq is porous in K.
By contradiction, suppose that there exists j such that πpSjq is not porous in K. Then
for all m P N, there exist zm P K and rm P p0, 1q such that for all w P K such that
Bpw, rm{mq Ď Bpzm, rmq, we have Bpw, rm{mq X πpSjq ‰ I. Write zm “ πpbq for some
b P B. Let n be the smallest integer such that φb1npKq Ď Bpzm, rm{2q. Now since Φ satisfies
the open set condition, by [37] it also satisfies the strong open set condition, i.e. there exists
an open set U such that pφepUqqePE is a disjoint collection of subsets of U , and U XK ‰ I.
Fix z0 P U XK, and let
λ “ min
ePE
inf |φ1e| ą 0.
We claim that there exists c ą 0 such that for all k P N and d P Ek, we have
(42) Bpφd1
k
b1n
pz0q, cλ
krmq Ď φd1
k
b1n
pUq, where φd1
k
b1n
“ φb1n ˝ φd1k .
Indeed, an easy induction argument shows that
Bpφd1
k
pz0q, λ
kdistpz0, BUqq Ď φd1
k
pUq,
and the choice of n ensures that the contraction rate of the map φb1n is on the order of rm.
Combining these facts with the bounded distortion property demonstrates (42).
It follows that if cλk ě 1{m, then for all d P Ek, we have φd1
k
b1n
pUq X πpSjq ‰ I. Thus
there exists b1 P Sj such that πpb
1q P φd1
k
b1n
pUq. The defining property of U implies that bn1d
is an initial segment of b1, i.e. that b1 “ bn1dd
1 for some d1 P B. In particular, we have
(43) gdi
1
xm P Kj for all d P E
k and i “ 0, . . . , k,
where xm “ gbn
1
x0. In particular xm P Kj for all m, so we can pass to a subsequence
along which we have xm 99K y P Kj. Taking the limit of (43) along this subsequence
shows that for all d P E˚, we have gdy P Kj. In particular, the orbit Γ
`y is bounded.
In Setup 1 this gives a contradiction to Theorem 10.1(i). In Setup 2, in view of Theorem
10.2(i) and Remark 10.3, it follows that the set Γy is finite. But then the finite index
subgroup StabΓpyq ď Γ is entirely contained in gΛg
´1, where y “ gx0. This contradicts
the hypothesis of Theorem 9.5(ii). 
12. Bernoulli measures
In this section we prove Theorems 8.11 and 9.6, using Theorems 10.1, 10.2, respectively,
as well as Theorem 10.4.
Proof of Theorem 8.11. Recall that B¯ “ EZ, and define π` : B¯ Ñ M by π`pbq “ πpb
8
1 q.
By the definition of a general algebraic self-similar measure, it suffices to show that for
β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the trajectory tatuπ`pbqx0 : t ě 0u is equidistributed in X with respect to
mX . By Theorem 10.1(ii), for β-a.e. b P B the orbit pgbn
1
x0qnPN is equidistributed. We will
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apply Theorem 10.4. Let κ “ πK , ke “ κpeq be as in §10.1, let Y “ E ˆM, and define
f : B¯ Ñ Y by fpbq “ pb0, π`pbqq. Then for β¯-a.e. b P B¯, the sequence
(44)
`
gbn
1
x0, kbn
1
, fpT nbq
˘
nPN
is equidistributed with respect to the measure mX b mK¯ b f˚β¯, where mK¯ is the Haar
measure on K¯, the closure of κpΓq. Note that f˚β¯ “ µb ν, where ν “ π˚β. Now consider
the map f2 : X ˆK ˆ Y Ñ X ˆ E defined by the formula
f2px, k, pe,αqq “ pk
´1uαx, eq.
Since f2 is continuous, the image of (44) under f2, i.e. the sequence
(45) pxn, bnqnPN, where xn “ k
´1
bn
1
uπ`pTnbqgbn1x0,
is equidistributed in X ˆE with respect to the measure pf2q˚rmX bmK¯ b f˚β¯s “ mX b µ.
Write gn “ gbn
1
“ knatnuαn . As in the proof of Lemma 11.3, we find that gn “
u´π`pTnbqatnknuπ`pbq and thus
(46) xn “ k
´1
n uπ`pTnbqgnx0 “ atnuπ`pbqx0
for all n P N.
For each e P E, let te P R be chosen so that πApgeq “ ate . Since πA is a homomorphism,
we have tn “ tn´1 ` tbn for all n P N. Now let F : X Ñ R be a bounded continuous
function. Then the function F 1 : X ˆ E Ñ R defined by the formula
F 1px, eq “
ż 0
´te
F patxq dt
is also a bounded continuous function. Here we use the convention that if b ă a, thenşb
a
F patxq dt “ ´
şa
b
F patxq dt. Since (45) is equidistributed, plugging in (46) we find thatż
F 1 dpmX b µq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
F 1patiuπ`pbqx0, biq
“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ż ti
ti´1
F patuπ`pbqx0q dt
“
ˆż
te dµpeq
˙
lim
nÑ8
1
tn
ż tn
0
F patuπ`pbqx0q dt
(where in passing to the last line we used the special case of the first two lines where F ” 1
and F 1px, eq “ te). On the other hand,ż
F 1 dpmX b µq “
ż ˆ
te
ż
F dmX
˙
dµpeq “
ˆż
te dµpeq
˙ˆż
F dmX
˙
.
Since tn Ñ 8 and the gaps tn`1´tn pn P Nq are bounded, it follows that
1
T
şT
0
F patuπ`pbqx0q dtÑş
F dmX , i.e. that patuπ`pbqx0qtě0 is equidistributed with respect to mX . 
Proof of Theorem 9.6. Let x “ x0, and let H Ď G and νx be as in Theorem 10.2. Since
by assumption Γ is not virtually contained in Λ “ StabGpx0q, Remark 10.3 shows that
νx “ mX . So by Theorem 10.2(ii), for β-a.e. b P B the orbit (37) is equidistributed. As in
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the previous proof, we want to apply Theorem 10.4. Let π`, π´ : B¯ Ñ BH
d`1 be defined
by the formulas
π`pbq “ lim
nÑ8
φb1npoq
π´pbq “ lim
nÑ´8
φb1npoq,
with the convention that φb1n “ φ
´1
bn`1
0
whenever n ď 0.
Let b P B¯ be a random variable with distribution β¯. Then π`pbq and π´pbq are inde-
pendent random variables with atom-free distributions, and thus π`pbq ‰ π´pbq almost
surely. Let γpbq denote the bi-infinite geodesic from π´pbq to π`pbq, and for each n P Z
let vnpbq P T
1Hd`1 – KzG be the unit tangent vector whose basepoint is the projection of
φb1npoq to γpbq and which is parallel to γpbq, pointing in the direction of π`pbq. Note that
vnpbq “ φb1pvn´1pTbqq. Equivalently, vnpbq “ vn´1pTbqgb1 , where now we are thinking of
vnpbq and vn´1pTbq as elements of KzG. Let κ : G Ñ K “ teu be the trivial homomor-
phism, let Y “ T 1Hd`1ˆT 1Hd`1, and let fpbq “ pv0pbq, v1pbqq. Then by Theorem 10.4, the
sequence
(47)
`
gbn
1
x, v0pT
nbq, v1pT
nbq
˘
nPN
,
is almost surely equidistributed with respect to mX b f˚β¯. Let F : KzG{Λ Ñ R be a
bounded continuous function, and let T`γpbq be the space of unit vectors tangent to γpbq
and pointing in the direction of π`pbq. We need to show that
(48)
1
v1 ´ v0
ż v1
v0
F pwx0q dw ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
T`γpbqQv1Ñπ`pbq
ż
F dmX for all v0 P T
`γpbq,
where the left-hand integral is taken over all w P T`γpbq between v0 and v1, with respect
to the pushfoward of Lebesgue measure on R under the differential of any unit speed
parameterization of γpbq. The expression v1´ v0 is interpreted as the distance between the
basepoints of v1 and v0. In what follows, it may happen that v1 ă v0 in the sense that the
basepoint of v0 is closer to π`pbq than v1 is, in which case we think of v1´ v0 as a negative
number and we use the convention
şv1
v0
hpwq dw
def
“ ´
şv0
v1
hpwq dw for any function h.
To demonstrate (48), first observe that
1
n
ż vnpbq
v0pbq
F pwx0q dw
“
1
n
n´1ÿ
i“0
ż v1pT ibqgbi
1
v0pT ibqgbi
1
F pwx0q dw
“
1
n
n´1ÿ
i“0
ż v1pT ibq
v0pT ibq
F pwgbi
1
x0q dw
ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ĳ ż v1
v0
F pwxq dw dmXpxq df˚β¯pv0, v1q
“
ˆż
pv1 ´ v0q df˚β¯pv0, v1q
˙ˆż
F dmX
˙
.
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Note that the last two lines make sense because for all pv0, v1q P supppf˚β¯q, the tangent
vectors v0 and v1 span the same geodesic. To summarize, we have
(49)
1
n
ż vnpbq
v0pbq
F pwx0q dw ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
c
ż
F dmX ,
where c P R is a constant independent of F .
By [34, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3], if F ” 1 then the left-hand side of (49) converges to a
positive number almost surely. This implies that c ą 0 and thus we can divide (49) by its
special case that occurs when F ” 1, yielding the limit
1
vnpbq ´ v0pbq
ż vnpbq
v0pbq
F pwx0q dw ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
F dmX .
Since vnpbq Ñ π`pbq and pvn`1pbq ´ vnpbqqnPN is bounded, this implies that (48) holds, i.e.
that the directed segment rv0pbq, π`pbqs of the bi-infinite geodesic γpbq is equidistributed in
KzG{Λ. Since any two geodesic rays ending at the same point have the same equidistribu-
tion properties, this completes the proof. 
13. Equidistribution under the Gauss map
In this section we prove the following result. The result may be well-known but we were
unable to find a suitable reference. Combining it with Theorem 8.11 yields Theorem 8.9 as
an immediate corollary.
Theorem 13.1. Fix α P p0, 1q, and suppose that the orbit patuαx0qtě0 is equidistributed in
X “ G{Λ “ PGL2pRq{PGL2pZq with respect to Haar measure. Then the orbit pG
nαqnPN is
equidistributed with respect to Gauss measure, where G is the Gauss map. Equivalently, if
b “ pb1, b2, . . .q is the sequence of continued fraction coefficients of α “ r0; b1, b2, . . .s, then
the sequence pT nbqnPN is equidistributed in N
N with respect to Gauss measure, where T is
the shift map.
The converse to Theorem 13.1 is not true:
Example 13.2. Let b P NN be chosen so that the sequence pT nbqnPN is equidistributed with
respect to Gauss measure, and let S Ď N be an infinite set of density zero. Then if d P NN is
chosen so that dn “ bn for all n P NrS, then the sequence pT
nbqnPN is also equidistributed
with respect to Gauss measure. However, by choosing the integers dn (n P S) large enough,
it is possible to guarantee an arbitrary degree of approximability for the encoded point
α “ r0; d1, d2, . . .s. In particular, d may be chosen so that α is very well approximable, in
which case it is not hard to show that the orbit patuαx0qtě0 cannot be equidistributed in
X with respect to any measure (due to escape of mass).
The idea of the proof of Theorem 13.1 is to define a map f : X Ñ NN which is continuous
outside a set of measure zero, such that the image of the orbit patuαx0qtě0 is the orbit
pT nbqnPN. To define this set, we use the fact that elements of X can be interpreted as
lattices in R2 via the map gx0 ÞÑ gpZ
2q. In what follows we let Lx denote the lattice
corresponding to a point x P X.
We define a best approximation in a lattice L Ď R2 to be a point pξ1, ξ2q P Lr t0u with
the following property: there is no point pγ1, γ2q P Lrt0,˘pξ1, ξ2qu such that |γ1| ď |ξ1| and
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|γ2| ď |ξ2|. It is well-known that if α P R, then the set of best approximations pξ1, ξ2q in the
lattice uαZ
2 that satisfy ξ2 ą 1 is precisely the set tuαppn, qnq : n P Nu, where ppn{qnqnPN
is the sequence of convergents of α [25, Theorems 16 and 17]. Also, it is easy to see using
Minkowski’s convex body theorem that the set of best approximations in L with second
coordinate ě 1 is infinite unless L has a nontrivial intersection with t0u ˆ R. Accordingly
we let X 1 denote the set of points x P X such that LxX pt0uˆRq “ t0u. Let Y denote the
set of increasing sequences in r1,8q which begin with 1 and have no finite accumulation
points, equipped with the Tychonoff topology. Define a function f1 : X
1 Ñ Y by letting
f1pxq denote the sequence of numbers consisting of the elements of the set
tξ2 ě 1 : pξ1, ξ2q P Lx is a best approximationu
listed in ascending order and rescaled by a homothety so that they begin with 1. Using
continued fractions (see e.g. [24, Chapter 10]), it is not hard to show that for each x P X 1,
the sequence f1pxq “ py1, y2, . . .q satisfies a recursive equation of the form yn`1 “ anyn`yn´1
with an P N. Note that X
1 is an tatu-invariant set of full mX-measure, and for all t ě 0
and x P X, there exists n ě 0 such that f1patxq “ T
n ˝ f1pxq, where T : Y Ñ Y is
the shift map. (More precisely, n is the smallest number such that the nth coordinate of
f1pxq is at least e
t.) Also note that the set of discontinuities of f1 is contained in the set
tx P X 1 : Lx X pRˆ t0, 1uq ‰ t0uu, which is a set of mX-measure zero.
Lemma 13.3. For all x P X 1 such that the trajectory patxqtě0 is equidistributed in X with
respect to the measure mX , the orbit
(50)
`
T nf1pxq
˘
nPN
is equidistributed in Y , with respect to some probability measure µ which is independent of
x.
Proof. Indeed, let F : Y Ñ R be a bounded continuous function, and define F 1 : Y Ñ R
and h : X 1 Ñ R by the formulas
F 1py1, y2, . . .q “
ÿ
iPN
1ďyiăe
F pyi, yi`1, . . .q, h “ F
1 ˝ f1.
(Here logpeq “ 1.) When py1, y2, . . .q P F1pX
1q, the recursive equation yn`1 “ anyn ` yn´1
(an ě 1) guarantees that the number of summands in this series is uniformly bounded (in
fact ď 3), and therefore h is bounded.
Write f1pxq “ py1, y2, . . .q. Then for all i P N and t ě 0, F ˝ T
i´1f1pxq “ F pyi, yi`1, . . .q
is a term in F 1 ˝ f1patxq if and only if logpyiq ´ 1 ă t ď logpyiq. For all n ě 0, we have
nÿ
i“1
F ˝ T i´1f1pxq “
nÿ
i“1
ż logpyiq
logpyiq´1
F ˝ T i´1f1pxq dt
“
ż logpynq
0
F 1 ˝ f1patxq dt`Op1q,
so
(51) lim
nÑ8
1
logpynq
nÿ
i“1
F ˝ T i´1f1pxq “ lim
TÑ8
1
T
ż T
0
F 1 ˝ f1patxq dt
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assuming the right-hand side exists.
The set of discontinuities of h is contained in the set tx P X 1 : LxXpt0, 1, euˆRq ‰ t0uu,
which is of mX-measure zero. Thus by the Portmanteau theorem, if νn Ñ ν with respect
to the weak-* topology, then
ş
h dνn Ñ
ş
h dν. Thus, letting νn “
1
n
şn
0
δatx dt in the
Portmanteau theorem and using the equidistribution assumption shows that the right-hand
side of (51) converges to
ş
F 1 ˝ f1 dmX . Rearranging yields
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
F ˝ T i´1f1pxq “
ˆ
lim
nÑ8
logpynq
n
˙ˆż
F 1 ˝ f1 dmX
˙
for all x such that patxqtě0 is equidistributed.
(52)
As of yet, we do not claim that the limits exist, but only that the left-hand limit exists if
and only if the right-hand limit does.
Setting F ” 1 in (52), we see that the limit limnÑ8
logpynq
n
exists and is independent of
x. Write limnÑ8
logpynq
n
“ c for some constant c ą 0. Then we have
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
F ˝ T i´1f1pxq “
ż
F dµ
def
“ c
ż
F 1 ˝ f1 dmX
for all x such that patxqtě0 is equidistributed. This shows that the sequence pT
nf1pxqqně0
is equidistribuited with respect to µ, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 13.1. Define f2 : Y Ñ N
N by letting
f2py1, y2, . . .q “ ptyn`1{ynuqnPN
Then the set of discontinuities of f2 is contained in the set tpy1, y2, . . .q : yn`1{yn P
N for some nu, which is of measure zero with respect to the probability measure µ defined
in Lemma 13.3. Thus by the Portmanteau theorem, the image of every equidistributed
sequence in Y under f2 is equidistributed in N
N with respect to the measure ν “ pf2q˚µ.
On the other hand, if α P p0, 1q, then the sequence f2 ˝ f1puαx0q is precisely the sequence
of partial quotients of the continued fraction expansion of α, except that the first partial
quotient is omitted. Thus
(53)
the sequence pT npbqqnPN is equidistributed with respect to ν
for all α “ r0; b1, b2, . . .s such that patuαx0qtě0 is equidistributed
with respect to mX .
A standard computation shows that whenever x1, x2 P X satisfy x2 “ gx1 for some lower
triangular matrix g P G, then the trajectory patx1qtě0 is equidistributed with respect to
mX if and only if patx2qtě0 is equidistributed with respect to mX . Now if S Ď R is any set
of positive Lebesgue measure, then the set tguαx0 : α P S, g lower triangularu has positive
mX-measure. Thus, for Lebesgue-a.e. α P R, the trajectory patuαx0qtě0 is equidistributed
with respect to mX . On the other hand, for Lebesgue-a.e. α “ r0; b1, b2, . . .s P R, the orbit
pT npbqqnPN is equidistributed with respect to the Gauss measure. Thus (53) implies that ν
is equal to Gauss measure. Plugging this equality into (53) completes the proof of Theorem
13.1. 
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